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[ Contents ]Dear International association 
professionals, 

We are delighted to introduce 
a number of French cities 
which truly embody the 
strong dynamism of France in 
the meetings industry. This 

supplement is the easiest way to source your 
next destination in France for your international 
association’s event.

France continues to be at the cutting edge for hosting 
international association meetings thanks to its 
world-class knowledge hubs, investment in new 
infrastructure and great networking development.

Learn more about internationally renowned French 
cities and discover dynamic event destinations 
attracting many congresses.  Find all the information 
you need in venues and accommodation and see 
our picks of sophisticated event infrastructures. 

Find out which destination specialises in your 
field and learn more about its strong involvement 
in specialist sectors such as health, digital, 
sustainability and more.

An event in France is made up of unforgettable 
professional experiences, networking and 
meeting with your peers. With economic and 
scientific expertise, innovation is key to meeting 
people and creating a stimulant: be inspired by 
French dynamism.

During the organisation of your events, our 
professional skills will prove to be a real asset, 
complemented by France’s ability to organise 
major functions, continually investing in infra-
structure and sharing its rich culture.

Benefit from our expertise and make your 
conference or convention a truly memorable 
experience for your organisation.

Looking forward to meeting you in France.

Best regards.

ChrIsTIAn MAnTeI
CeO of Atout France
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What makes France so special?

ATOuT FrAnCe
sandie MeynIeL
Tel.: +33 (0)1 42 96 70 97 
sandie.meyniel@atout-france.fr

Your KeY ContaCt

www.meeting.france.fr

@cluster_mice
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              Tourism
France is the world’s leading destination with 83 
million visitors (unTWTO 2016). France is the world’s 
most popular destination for foreign tourists, who 
come for its unmatched attractions, rich heritage, 
diverse cultures, wide selection of landscapes, 
excellent transport system, and top-quality 
accommodation. 

              Economic and scientific dynamism 
France has the world’s fifth largest economy and is 
ranked second in europe. home to 71 innovation 
clusters – or centres of excellence – France is ranked 
sixth in the world for gross domestic expenditure 
on research & Development. All this expertise is 
available to associations via the national and local 
convention bureau.

              Evolving infrastructure 
France has a wide range of exclusive venues in 
which to host events. France’s hotel industry offers 
more than 13,000 hotels which have adopted the 
new classification system designed to attract the 
international market. 

              Easy access 
France is a destination of choice for event planners 
with 11 international airports, one of the longest 
and safest road networks in europe and 2,000 km of 
high speed railway tracks. nowhere else in europe 
offers such quick and easy access to neighbouring 
countries, with key destinations located just a few 
hours away.

              Art de vivre, culture and heritage 
From historic sites to fine gourmet dining, France 
offers a wide range of off-site venues. The most 
visited country in the world, France has 41 properties 
designated unesCO World heritage sites, more 
than 40,000 monuments, castles, abbeys, manors, 
churches and 8,000 museums. The ‘Gastronomic 
meal of the French’ has also been added to the 
unesCO Intangible heritage of humanity list.
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[ What makes France so special? ]

              Diversity of landscapes 
France provides participants of meetings and 
incentives with a vast range of memorable 
experiences thanks to its spectacular surroundings: 
scenery, beaches and coastal areas, mountains and 
urban cities. Choose the perfect mix to inspire and 
motivate your event.

              Dedicated event industry professionals 
France has a proven track record of hosting 
successful events and is determined to continue 
to offer improving services and support thanks to 
its network of talented and service-focused event 
industry professionals.

6
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Backed by its strong industrial tradition 
and internationally renowned expertise, 
France is a leading player in a number of key 
economic sectors.

FranCe’s leading seCtors

information technology
Information technology covers a huge array of 
business sectors. France is uniquely positioned 
to host and offer premium opportunities 
for global IT companies given its powerful 
communications infrastructures, highly active 
innovation clusters, skilled talent pools, state 
aid programs, research tax credit and special 
“innovation new company” status.
A select list to illustrate this sector’s buoyancy 
in France
•  The world’s largest digital incubator housed 

at halle Freyssinet in Paris can accommodate 
no fewer than 1,000 innovative startups

•  2016 was the third year in a row that 
France sent more companies than any other 
european country to the Las Vegas Consumer 
electronics show.

•  €20 billion invested in the Very high-speed 
Broadband France Plan to cover the entire 
country in ultra-high-speed broadband by 2022.

•  “La French Tech” is an accreditation for all 
players in the French startup ecosystem, 
starting with entrepreneurs but also including 
communities like investors, engineers, 
designers, developers, large corporate 
groups, non-profits, the media, government 
agencies and research institutes 
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healthcare
France has a prime ecosystem for growth 
in the healthcare industry for a variety of 
reasons: universal access to care, which 
creates a broad field of application; a dense 
varied network of healthcare infrastructures; 
a highly effective network of skilled 
researchers and scholars; and a powerful 
pharmaceutical industry. 
All this combined makes France the leading 
country in the world for vaccines and europe’s 
leading player in veterinary medicine. It is 
also ranked fifth in the world for medicinal 
products, medical technologies and 
devices, and enjoys a fine reputation in skin 
cosmetics, ophthalmology, cardiology, and 
telemedicine, among other fields. 
With over €70 billion in revenues and more 
than 400 production facilities, France is a 
powerful healthcare cluster in the european 
union promoting innovation and research 
through France’s unrivalled research tax 
credit. every year, nearly 1,000 clinical trials 
are conducted in France, with two-thirds in 
private industry, mainly in oncology, rare 
diseases and infectious diseases.

Automotive
France’s automotive sector has 440,000  
employees working at 3,500 companies, inclu-
ding vehicle-makers, engine manufacturers, 
equipment makers, car body designers and 
concept designers. The industry makes 43% 
of its sales in exports, files more patents than 
any other sector in France, and invests heavily 
in r&D to consolidate its position in every as-
pect of the trade, from connected/smart/self- 
driving vehicles, new engines and 2-liter/100 
km vehicles, to new materials, safety, recy-
cling and the ‘Plant of the Future’. From  
startups to large corporates, private and public 
labs, government authorities and automotive 
innovation clusters, players throughout the 
entire industry are catalysts for innovation and 
creativity, and generators of value and growth 
through collaborative r&D projects involving 
1,000 industry members.

Aerospace
France offers a rich ecosystem for the 
aerospace industry, boasting 4,500 companies 
offering a wide range of products, innovation 
clusters, public and private research centers, 
and specialist training institutions. 
The sector posts some €50 billion in annual 
sales, two-thirds of which is produced for 
export. This vibrant industry has created 
several thousands of jobs in recent years, with 
350,000 employees, a majority of whom work 
in highly skilled jobs. 
nearly 15% of turnover is invested in r&D for 
innovations, including lighter materials, engine 
efficiency, improved aerodynamics and new 
equipment. 
The Paris Air show at Le Bourget is the world’s 
largest trade show for the aerospace sector

Mechanical industries
There are 30,200 companies in the mecha-
nical industries sector, operating in a broad 
range of trades and markets.With €121.8  
billion in turnover and 629,000 jobs, France 
is ranked sixth in the world and third in  
Europe. 
This extremely diverse industry has a number 
of different application focuses, including 
automotive, aerospace, energy, construction, 
transport, electronics, agri-food, pharmaceu-
ticals, and chemicals, among others. 
The growing number of pioneering startups 
is evidence of this sector’s buoyancy and the 
continuous modernization of all businesses.

source: Business France

[ What makes France so special? ]
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[ What makes France so special? ]

Logistics
A highly globalized, powerful and vibrant 
sector.
France’s at the heart of the european continent 
and the crossroads between northern europe 
and the Mediterranean Basin offers it a 
geographical comparative advantage, making 
it a natural choice for a key role in european 
logistics. 

Chemicals
France’s chemical industry is the sixth largest 
in the world, and the second largest in Europe 
after Germany.
The chemical sector supplies substances 
and materials to a number of other industrial 
activities, including, for example, carbon 
fiber to the polymer plastics and aerospace 
industries.
Innovation is a determining factor, which is 
why 12,558 people work on r&D in this sector 
undergoing constant developments toward 
new processes and products that can provide 
solutions for the great challenges facing 
society, such as climate change and sustainable 
development.
France also has dedicated platforms for 
setting up all sorts of chemical plants that are 
accustomed to special process management in 
the sector and where most current utilities can 
be pooled.

Energy & clean tech companies
France was Europe’s third largest renewable 
energy producer in 2015, generating 91 TWh of 
electricity from renewable sources.
France is also europe’s second largest producer 
of hydroelectricity, and has some of the 
biggest potential for renewable marine energy 
production in the world, with 11 million sq. km. 
of ocean. The turbine industry owes its growth 
to europe’s second largest wind source: some 
500 new turbines go online every year as France 
moves towards reaching a target of 19,000 MW 
of installed land turbines by 2020. europe’s 
largest solar power plant was installed in France 
in late 2015, and the country is also extremely 

well positioned in the biomass sector – as 
europe’s second largest wood energy producer –  
as well as the geothermal and solar heating 
industries.
France is a leader in renewable energies as a 
result of an active r&D effort and the expertise 
of players up and down the value chain working 
in development, engineering, manufacturing, 
installation, operations and maintenance, 
among others.
Businesses, workers, non-profits, public 
authorities, research centers and innovation 
clusters are all motivated to achieve the 
ambitious goals that France has set for itself, 
which include 23% renewables in its energy 
mix in 2020 and 32% by 2030.

 Agri-food
Agri-food is the largest industry in France. 
It is a major business sector in every French 
region, and plays a key role in driving the 
French economy. Its diversity and expertise are 
the work of large world-renowned corporations 
and scores of sMes (16,218 companies in all).
With a direct focus on the global economy, the 
French agri-food sector is the world’s fourth 
largest exporter, with €44.3 billion in food 
exports.
It is one of the most vibrant industries in France, 
offering a wealth of opportunities due to an 
excellent on-the-job training system in agri-
food professions, stringent occupational health 
standards, and sustained efforts to promote 
innovation and r&D (12 innovation clusters).

source: Business France
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France’s designated clusters bring together 
– in one geographical location – leading 
businesses, universities and research insti-
tutions that will work together on cutting-
edge research and Design projects.

[ What makes France so special? ]

71 BusIness CLusTers

focus on 22 clusters :

→  Atlanpole Biotherapies (biotechnologies, 
health – nantes) 

→  Aerospace Valley (aeronautics, space and 
embedded systems – Toulouse)

→  Alsace BioValley (health and life sciences – 
strasbourg)

→  Axelera (chemistry and the environment – Lyon)
→  Cap Digital Paris Région (digital content – 

Paris)
→  EAU (eco technologies – Montpellier)
→  EMC2 (materials, microtechnology, 

mechanics – nantes) 
→  Eurobiomed (biotechnologies, health – 

Marseille)
→  Finance innovation (finance – Paris)
→   Images et réseaux (information technologies, 

telecommunications and multimedia – 
Lannion)

→  Industries et Agro-ressources (biorefinery – 
Laon)

→  I-Trans (transport – Lille)
→  Lyonbiopôle (health: infectious diseases – 

Lyon)
→  Medicen Paris Région (health and new 

treatments – Paris)
→  Minalogic (nanotechnologies – Grenoble)
→  Mov’éo (private cars and public transport – 

rouen)

→  Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique (activities 
linked to the sea – Brest/nantes)

→  Pôle mer PACA (security and sustainable 
development in the Mediterranean – Toulon)

→  Route des Lasers (optics, photonics – 
Bordeaux) 

→  Solutions Communicantes Sécurisées (ICT – 
nice – sophia Antipolis)

→  System@tic Paris Région (digital systems – 
Paris)

→  Végépolys (plant specialists – Angers)

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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the winning 
alliance for 
successful 
meetings

A unique recipe that allies the excellence of a territory with the 
gentleness of a city that enjoys an exceptional living environment
in a privileged landscape and ideal location by the river Loire, the
vineyards and the châteaux… Angers is a major place for business
tourism offering high performance venues, tailor made service 
through Angers Convention Bureau to host your event up to 3,600
delegates.
→ Angers hosts the World electronics Forum – October 2017

angers / loire valley

AnGers COnVenTIOn BureAu
Valérie MAThIeu-FIChOT
Convention Bureau Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)2 41 23 50 50
valerie.fichot@angersloiretourisme.com

www.meetinangers.com

@angerscvb

Your KeY ContaCt
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key
economic 
    SECTOR

Angers, the innovative destination :
 →  Plant science
 → healthcare/biotechnology
 → electronic Cluster/Internet of things city

→  2018 National Congress STC
→  2017 EMC - International symposium on  

electromagnetic compatibility     
→  2017 World Electronic Forum

successful events

[ angers / loire valley ]

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

•   VEGEPoLyS: International 
competitiveness Plant 
Cluster since 2005.

•  WE NETWoRk: electronic 
cluster - Internet of 
things city – French tech 
label 2015.

•   HEALTHCARE: 
e-healthcare ; 
nanomedecine

•   RFI: research Training 
Industry Tourism Angers
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[ angers / loire valley ]

rooms Appart’hôtels 
** & *** 

Angers 273 700 903 450 216

Meeting rooms - - 14 3 -

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Angers Convention Bureau offers tailor-made services with a 
large range of hotel rooms, bed and breakfast, residences, up to 
2827 rooms to facilitate accommodation bookings close to the 
conference centres.

Trade shows, congresses, meetings or seminars… anything’s possible
in Angers. Thanks to the synergy of two human-size meeting centres 
complementing each other, Angers Convention Bureau offers tailor-
smade services for successful events. With many years of expertise, 
Angers Convention Bureau is a big “meeting” player on a local, national and 
european level, in the organisation of corporate and publics events alike.

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 3,600 DeLeGATes

Meeting 
rooms 

Accommodation

Venues exhibition 
(sqm)

exhibition Centre 30,000 sqm 3,700 30 sqm of meeting rooms
possibilities - -

Congress Centre* 2,000 sqm 1,200 13 meeting rooms 
up to 350 delegates 1,000 1,300

Terra Botanica 325 sqm 325 4 meeting rooms 270 350

Fontevraud Abbey 1,000 sqm 800 6 meeting rooms 450 600

150 venues with a large range of meeting rooms in and around the city (business centres;  
theaters; ...)

*new Congress centre as from 2019

venues &
congress 
centres
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[ angers / loire valley ]

By PLAne
Less than 3 hours from european capitals
nantes International Airport Airport within 45 minutes distance
Paris CDG airport 2h20 : direct with (TGV)high speed Train.

By TRAIN
90 minutes away south of Paris by TGV
More than 20 daily connections
nantes - 35 minutes away by TGV

Access
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Do it different 
Do it better! 
Biarritz, 
where else?

BIArrITZ, on the Atlantic Coast in the south West of France (only 15 
miles from spain and 150 miles from Bordeaux), is regarded today 
as one of the most beautiful and popular resorts in France.
nestled between the sea and mountains, BIArrITZ boasts a com-
pelling mix of invigorating surfing waves, mouth-watering Basque 
gastronomy, breath-taking views and stunning mountainous  
adventures, providing a true playground of opportunity for your 
incentive needs.

Biarritz pays basque

BIArrITZ TOurIsMe
Gérald BusCeMI
sales and Marketing director
Tel.: +33 (0)5 59 22 37 08 / +33 (0)6 11 56 64 91 
gerald.buscemi@biarritz.fr

www.tourisme.biarritz.fr
www.congres.biarritz.fr

@biarritzcongres

Your KeY ContaCt
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key
economic 
    SECTOR

2nD LArGesT InDusTrIAL COMPLex In The 
AquITAIne reGIOn AFTer BOrDeAux:
 →  Aeronautics,
 →  Agro-alimentary,
→   electronics and Telecommunications,
→   new technologies harbour,
→   Irzabel technopolis to accompagny the 

emergence and development of the compagnies.

→ FIPA - International Festival of Audiovisual programs
→  MIPIH - Congress softwares and services for hospital 

systems of information
→  DIoR CoNVENTIoN
→  i-MEDIA Brand Summit – The Premium Business 

Meetings for Marketing Makers
→  ISA WoRLD SURFING GAMES 2017
→  A3P Congress: Conferences - Workshops – exhibition 

in pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry

successful events

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

•  eurossima (glide)

•  Osasuna (health) 

•   euskal eureka (building 
and public works)

•  Biharpean (food) 

•  Goazgen (tourism) 

•   anTIC (technology and 
communication information)

[ Biarritz pays basque ]
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[ Biarritz pays basque ]

rooms Total

Biarritz 463 728 535 342 355

With more than 12,000 rooms in some 200 hotels, Bordeaux 
offers a wide variety of accommodation ranging from charming 
properties in the vineyards to conventional hotels located near 
the conference centres. 
2019, more than 500 new rooms in the city centre.

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 2,000 DeLeGATes

Meeting rooms 8 5 7 2 0

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Bellevue
477 seat theatre-auditorium, 2 modular 
conference rooms, 7 modular committee 
rooms

3,000

Casino municipal

730 seat theatre-
auditorium, 
1 conference room,  8 committee rooms,
1 terrace,
1 winter garden

>2,000

Gare du Midi
1,400 seat theatre-auditorium,
230 seat auditorium,
1 conference room

halle d’Iraty
Two 2,600 sqm exhibition hall,5 com-
mittee rooms, 1 vip room, 1 press room, 
offices

>8,000
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[ Biarritz pays basque ]

3 Airports

BIArrITZ: 
Direct lines from and to Paris, strasbourg, Lille, Lyon, nice, Marseilles, Madrid, 
Brussels, Copenhagen, stockholm, helsinki, Dublin, London, Birmingham,  
southampton, Ginevra.

sAn seBAsTIAn (AT 20 MInuTes By TrAnsFer)
Connexions with Barcelona and Madrid

PAu (AT 1h15)
Direct Lines with Paris, Lyon, London and Marseilles

AnD ALsO
Bordeaux and Bilbao at only 2 hours by transfer

Access
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World capital 
of wine & iconic 
congress city

World-renowned destination for its prestigious wine, Bordeaux is a 
beautiful city, famous for its culture and the quality of its lifestyle.  
Located in an outstanding region, Bordeaux offers a variety of 
landscapes from the vineyards to the Atlantic Coast and the Bassin 
d’Arcachon. 
Beyond the rich architectural and cultural heritage, Bordeaux has 
become an influential and attractive metropolis of the 21st century.
→ unesCO World heritage site 
→ 6 million tourists per year
→ 500 professional meetings per year
→ Opened since May 2016 : Cité du vin - www.laciteduvin.com
→ NEW  July 2nd 2017 , Bordeaux will connect to Paris by TGV in 2 hours 
→  NEW January 2019, new multifonctionnal venue for congress 

up to 6,000 pax

Bordeaux

BOrDeAux COnVenTIOn BureAu     
Amélie DéChénAIs - Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)5 56 52 53 11
a.dechenais@bordeaux-tourisme.com

www.congres.bordeaux-tourisme.com
www.facebook.com/BordeauxConventionBureau

@BordeauxMeeting

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ Bordeaux ]

1 - Aeronautics, space & defense
2 - Wine, agriculture & food industries
3 - Forestry & wood
4 - health
5 - Optic & laser
6 - sustainable construction, materials
7- Information Technology
8 - surf industry

→  2016 World Congress of Veterinary Dermatology,  
3,000 delegates

→  2015 World Congress on Intelligent Transport Systems, 
8,000 delegates

→  2014 CoFREND (non-destructive testing) Journées 
Nationales, 1,200 delegates

→  2014 International Symposium on Photochemistry 
IUPAC, 600 delegates

→  2013 Congrès Français de Mécanique, 1,000 delegates
→  2012 ECCEo-IoF (osteoporosis), 4,000 delegates

5 competitiveness Clusters, 
1 international, 4 national

•  Aerospace Valley: 
aeronautics, space, 
embedded systems

•  Route des Lasers: lasers, 
photonics and applications

•  Xylofutur: forestry pro-
ducts and materials

•  Avenia: future, energy, 
environment (environ-
mental technologies

•  Agri Sud ouest: agriculture 
& food industries)

Bordeaux focuses its economic development 
on research, technology and innovation  

→ 11,600 research scientists in Aquitaine
→  106,000 students in 2 universities and 

17 advanced engineering schools
→  110 research units at the university of 

Bordeaux (Cnrs, InserM, InrA CeMA-
GreF, InrIA, CeA/CesTA,…)

→  World class companies: Thales, 
      Dassault, Sanofi, Vinci, Astrium…

successful events

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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[ Bordeaux ]

rooms Total

City center 723 1,316 944 233 749

Congress District 119 525 341 0 193

suburb & Vineyard 0 154 435 49 0

With more than 12,000 rooms in some 200 hotels, Bordeaux 
offers a wide variety of accommodation ranging from charming 
properties in the vineyards to conventional hotels located near 
the conference centres. 
2019, more than 500 new rooms in the city centre

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

January 2019, New multi-fonctionnal 
facilities to welcome congress up to  
6,000 pax
GLOBAL CAPACITy: 1,500 DeLeGATes

Bordeaux 115 32 11 5 0

suburb & Vineyard 83 19 11 1 0

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Meeting rooms /

Capacities

Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Bordeaux Congress Centre
3 auditoriums

3,000 sqm
10 meeting rooms

Bordeaux exhibition Centre Lac
10 meeting rooms

76,071 sqm 
3 exhibition halls

Congress Centre 
Cité Mondiale

1 auditorium
1,270 sqm 

4 meeting rooms

hangar 14 5,400 sqm

Bordeaux Palais de la Bourse
1 auditorium

1,200 sqm
19 meeting rooms

Pin Galant 1 auditorium 1,000 sqm

Bordeaux stadium 1 auditorium 6,000 sqm
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[ Bordeaux ]

With its international airport, Bordeaux is connected to the whole world: 80 
destinations routes are served by regular flights European and North-African main cities.  
30 airlines of which 9 low-cost companies fly to Bordeaux.

BOrDeAux Is LInkeD WITh 5 OF The BIGGesT eurOPeAn huBs: 
- Paris Charles de Gaulle, 6 flights per day, 820 connections
- Amsterdam, 3 flights per day, 350 connections
- London, 3 flights or more per day, 150 connections
-  Madrid and Lisbon (2 flights per day each): connections towards South-

America
- Rome Fiumicino: 1 flight or more per day, 250 connections

BOrDeAux InTernATIOnAL AIrPOrT is 12 km from the city centre and 15 km 
from the convention centre. There are regular transfers between the airport 
and the city.  
NEW IN 2019: a direct line of tramway connecting the city centre to the airport
-  The main airline serving Bordeaux Airport is Air France. It offers advantages 

to congress planners for the promotion of their event (Air France Global 
Meetings programme). The company is part of the sky Team network, serving 
898 destinations in 169 countries. 

Access

July 2nd 2017, Bordeaux will connect to Paris by TGV in 2 hours 
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The 
international 
village

Cannes offers a wide range of facilities with 130 hotels, from 2* 
to 5* and 8 000 rooms all at walking distance from the Congress 
Center. Located by the Mediterranean sea at only 27km from nice 
Côte d’Azur Airport, Cannes is both a lifestyle and a business 
destination with its famous Palais des Festivals et des Congrès 
equipped with latest technologies.

Cannes / côte d’azur

PALAIs Des FesTIVALs eT Des COnGrès De CAnnes     
Aliki heInrICh
sales Director  
Tel.: +33 (0)4 92 99 84 18
heinrich@palaisdesftesivals.com 

www.palaisdesfestivals.com

@cannespalais

Your KeY ContaCt
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Cannes, second congress city after Paris is less 
than 2 hours away from europe’s main cities. 
IT, pharmaceutical, property, communications, 
fashion, culture and luxury sectors have all 
opted to stage their events in the city for over 
40 years.
It is a destination renowned for its reliability and 
strong power of attraction.

→  2017 IT Congrès, 2,600 delegates
→  2016 EURoFoRUM, 1,000 delegates
→  2015 AMRAE Convention, 2,500 delegates

successful events

[ Cannes / côte d’azur ]

key
economic 
    SECTOR

•  MIDEM Festival, International 
music market

•  MIPIM, International real 
estate market

•  MIPTV, world’s market and 
creative forum for content on 
every screen

•  Festival de Cannes,  
International film industry

•  Cannes Lions, world’s biggest 
creative communications 
industry. 

•  Cannes yachting Festival,  
International yachting 
Industry

•  MIPCoM, world’s communication 
audiovisuel content

•  Tax Free, duty free and travel 
retail

•  MAPIC, International retail  
property market 

• ILTM, luxury travel market  

•  IPEM, International Private 
equity Market

•  Trustech, secure solutions in 
Payment, Identification and 
Mobility

•  Mare di Moda, beachwear

•  Tarsus, 7 events per year

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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[ Cannes / côte d’azur ]

rooms Total

Cannes 780 912 1,996 1,443 2,869

130 hotels, from 2* to 5* - 8 000 rooms. hotel facilities are 
constantly improving with 140 perfectly equipped meeting rooms 
and prestige lounges with a capacity of over 1,000 guests.

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

Meeting rooms 148 22 21 2 0

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Palais des Festivals et des 
Congrès of Cannes

5 main auditoria 150 to 230 seats

26 meeting rooms 10 to 210 seats

exhibition centre 35,000 sqm

Palm Beach

The Amirauté Terasse 2400 sqm

The Amirauté room 430 sqm

The Villa 327 sqm

The Terrasse Villa 730 sqm

Cannes has the first worldwide Convention Centre 
to boast 4 ISO certifications (9001- Quality, 
14001-environment, OhsAs 18001- health&safety 
and 26000-Corporate social responsibility): the 
famous Palais des Festivals et des Congrès.

50 events per year, 250 000 delegates per year
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[ Cannes / côte d’azur ]

By PLAne
Nice Côte d’Azur International Airport, second airport in France, 27 km from 
Cannes ; regular bus service every 30 minutes or Cannes-Mandelieu business 
Airport, 5 minutes from downtown.

By HELICoPTER
With the helistation next to the Palais des Festivals et des Congrès, you are at 10 min, 
from nice and 20 min. from st Tropez. 

By TRAIN
International trains and French TGV (highspeed).

By CAR
Via the estérel A8 expressway.

Access
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A unique 
natural site 
for congress!

In the heart of the Alps, on the crossroad of France, Italy and 
switzerland, Chamonix Mont-Blanc is a small international city with a 
heart beating all-year-round.
Located in exceptional beautiful surroundings at the foot of the Mont-
Blanc the Chamonix Valley offers a natural playground to enjoy various 
activities every season. World capital of skiing and mountaineering, 
home of lots of international sport events and birthplace of new 
outdoor trends Chamonix is a dynamic alpine city offering excellent 
facilities with lots of new investments.
Thanks to a perfect situation, hotels, restaurants and starting points of the 
activities are all very close to the Congress Center “Le Majestic” managed 
by the Convention Bureau, your partner to organize your events.

CHaMoniX Mont-BlanC / 
alps-mont blanc

ChAMOnIx COnVenTIOn BureAu
evelyne rOuDIer-POIrOT       
Manager   
Tel.: +33 (0)4 50 53 75 50     
congres@chamonix.com

www.congres-chamonix.com

@chamonix_france

Your KeY ContaCt
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World capital of skiing and moutaineering, 
birthplace of the trail running, home for global 
sport events: ski World Cup, ultra Trail du 
Mont-Blanc (7500 runners)... Outdoor industry.                                                                                                   
Chamonix is an extraordinary natural 
laboratory, many fields of investigation  attract 
scientists from all over the world, as witnessed 
by: The ecole de Physique in Les houches 
created in 1951 from which 26 students have 

been awarded the nobel Prize; the creation 
of the Ifremmont mountain medical research 
institute (Institut de Formation et de recherche 
en Médecine de Montagne); the ecole nationale 
de ski et d’Alpinisme (ensA) test centre and 
medical laboratory; the Centre de recherche 
sur les ecosystèmes d’Altitude (CreA) [research 
centre for high altitude ecosystems].

→  Convention on health Analysis Management                                                               
→  national Congress VeTO’ALP                                                                                 
→  ALPIne Conference on solid-state nMr                                                                      
→  The Get-Together                                                                                                           
→  French Alps Dermatology Annual Meeting                                                                
→  International Forum of the social and solidarity economy entrepreneurs – The Mont-Blanc  

Meetings (MBM) 

successful events

[ CHaMoniX Mont-BlanC / alps-mont blanc ]

- PôLe MOnT-BLAnC InDusTrIes                                                                                
- OuTDOOr sPOrTs VALLey 

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Congress Center Le Majestic 9 1000sqm

Bicentenaire room (only suited for 
conferences or video projection) 1 -

[ CHaMoniX Mont-BlanC / alps-mont blanc ]

rooms Others

Chamonix 302 709 1,015 86 123

Hotels of the Chamonix valley reflect the architectural diversity 
that has marked the building of the town: from The Belle epoque 
hotels to traditional chalet hotels and Art Deco buildings as well 
as contemporary hotels recently opened.

Accommodation

The Majestic is a former palace hotel built in the 
1900’s. It is now a well equipped convention Center.
Located in the heart of Chamonix, 100 meters 
from the nearest hotels, the Majestic offers 9 
magnificent rooms to suit events for 15 to 400 

people. It is equipped with a complete range of 
visual and sound facilities. The plenary room  
“ Michel Payot ” was totally renovated in 2010 :  
a tasteful mix of Belle epoque architecture, 
comfort of modern and technical equipment.

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

Meeting rooms 8 2 1 - -

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities
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[ CHaMoniX Mont-BlanC / alps-mont blanc ]

The easiest alpine resort to reach in europe thanks to an excellent road access!    

By PLAne
1 hour drive from the Geneva international airport with more than 134 direct des-
tinations (daily shuttle connections to Chamonix).  

By TRAIN
4.5 hours from Paris.

By CAR
2.5 hours from Lyon and 3 hours from Milan.

Access
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The C.I .D puts its 
competencies 
at the service of 
your event!

normandy, France’s longest maritime coastline and 4th biggest 
short-stay tourism destination in France, has an exceptional 
cultural heritage to visit to enhance and transform your 
Conference: The Mont-Saint-Michel, Etretat or Honfleur. 
Deauville lies at the heart of this region that covers 30,000² and 
is home to 3.3 million inhabitants.  

deauville / normandy

CenTre InTernATIOnAL De DeAuVILLe
Pauline DeCAnTer-heMery
sales Manager
Tel. : +33(0)2 31 14 14 12 / +33(0)6 08 03 53 32
pdecanter@congres-deauville.com 

www.congres-deauville.com

@cid_deauville

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ deauville / normandy ]

→  2017 
-  Essence of Luxury Travel 
-  Rencontres AMRAE (Management des Risques et 

des Assurance de l’Entreprise)
-  Congrès de la FNCF (Fédération Nationale des 

Cinémas Français)
-  43e Edition du Festival du Cinéma Américain de 

Deauville
-  Journées Francophones Imagerie Cardio-Vasculaire
-  Forum GIPHAR (Congrès des pharmaciens GIPHAR)
-  17e Congrès SyNERPA (Syndicat National des 

Etablissements et Résidences Privées pour 
Personnes Agées)

successful events

key
economic 
    SECTOR

→  Arts, culture, cinema, music and shows
→  Medical, pharmaceutical, health
→  Banks, insurance companies, pension funds, 

complementary health insurance funds
→  Mass retail
→  Construction industry
→  hotals, catering, leisure, tourism 
→  energy 
→  Food and food processing 
→  Data processing, telephony 
→  Automobile, suppliers
→  Audit, consultancy
→  Ministry, administration, institutions, 

political, politics, policy
→  Beauty, fashion, luxury, apparel 
→  real estate

→  security
→  environment/cleanliness/development
→  education, employment, human 

ressources
→  Transport, aeronautics
→  Media, press, TV
→  Law and Justice
→  Provessional trade fairs
→  Consumer trade fairs
→  Conferences: Federations, civil society 

organisations

normandy is 
home to numerous 
competitiveness 
clusters: information 
and telecommunications 
technologies; perfume 
and cosmetics; 
the automobile 
industry; horses and 
equestrianism ; logistics 
; a food-processing cluster 
and the maritime 
domain.

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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[ deauville / normandy ]

rooms Total

Deauville 344 561 564 643 2,112

hotels, residential hotels, 2,112 bedrooms from 1 to 5 stars,
within 10 minutes of the Conference Centre

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

congress 
centresThe C.I.D houses 18,000m² of spaces under its 

glass dome roof: auditoriums, committee rooms 
& halls. The Villa le Cercle, an architectural jewel 
from the second empire, is also available for hire. 

Meetings rooms 5 9 4 4 0

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Congress exhibition (sqm)

Centre International 
de Deauville 18 000 sqm
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[ deauville / normandy ]

By PLANE
Airport Deauville saint Gatien - 8km.

By TRAIN
services from Paris saint-Lazare to Deauville-Trouville – 2h00. 

By CAR
From Paris - Motorway A13 – 2h00.

Access
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Intense, unique, 
trendy, surprising 
destination…  
Welcome to Lille! 

In the North of France, the European Metropolis of Lille confirms its 
position as a truly welcoming leading destination. Located a mere 
hour from Paris Charles de Gaulle International Airport, 35mins 
from Brussels, 80mins from London, and 2h40 from Amsterdam. 
Lille remains a destination of choice for entrepreneurs, managers 
and congress organizers due to its economic and scientific 
potential. Lille Convention Bureau serves as your privileged 
liaison to facilitate and guarantee the success of your congress in 
the european Metropolis of Lille.

lille

LILLe COnVenTIOn BureAu
Marie-Catherine VIDAL
Lille Convention Bureau Manager
Tel. : + 33(0)3 59 57 94 23
mc.vidal@lilletourism.com

www.lille-meeting.com

@lilletourism

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ lille ]

→  2018 Congrès National de la Société Française 
d’Etude de Traitement de la Douleur- SFEDT, 1,200 
delegates Lille Grand Palais 

→  2017 Plant Based Summit, 600 delegates - Lille 
Grand Palais

→  2017 International Congress of the Association of Railway 
operation research, 200 delegates, Lille Grand Palais

→  2017 European Symposium in Robotic Gynaecologcal 
Surgery, 200 delegates, université Catholique de Lille

→  2017 Congrès de la Société Francophone du Diabète, 
4,000 delegates, Lille Grand Palais

→  2016 Spring Meeting of the European Materials 
Research Society – eMrs, 2,500 delegates – Lille 
Grand Palais

successful events
•  MATIkEM: sustainable 

use of Materials and 
Applications

•  PICoM: retail industry 

•  NSL: nutrition, health, 
Longevity Cluster

•  Up-Tex: Technical Textiles

•  I-Trans: Transport

•  Team 2: eco-technologies – 
environment

•  Lille is french tech

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR

→  DeMOGrAPhy
- 230,000 inhabitants in Lille
-  1.2 million inhabitants in the european 

Metropolis of Lille.

→  eCOnOMy
-  european capital of mail order selling and 

large retail
-  15 headquarters of international groups 

(Bonduelle, Lesaffre, Auchan, 3 Suisses 
International...)

→  sTuDenTs
-  10,000 students in France’s 2nd largest 

regional educational pole. science Po Lille, 
Journalism school and Business schools 
(eDheC, IeseG, skeMA...) and engineering 
schools (Centrale Lille, heI...)
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[ lille ]

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

european Metropolis of Lille has the main 
meeting facilities: Lille Grand Palais, resort 
Barrière Lille*****, Cité des echanges, stadium 
Pierre Mauroy, halls de la Filature, Vélodrome de 
roubaix... These facilities are completed by 43 
hotels with meeting rooms and the outstanding 
venues.

Venues in european 
Metropolis of Lille 70 74 55 9 2

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Meeting rooms /

Capacities

European Metropolis of Lille offers more than 8 200 bedrooms, 
50% located in 3, 4 and 5 star hotels and within a maximum walking  
distance of 10 minutes from the main Convention Centre: Lille 
Grand Palais. 

Accommodation

Venues rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

Lille Grand 
Palais 
Convention 
Centre

3 auditoriums + 
Zenith  Arena 
+ 30 meetings  
rooms 

18,000 sqm

4,500
1,500
500
433

50 to 
1,200

50 to 
510

26 to 
440

50 to 
5,000

50 to 
5,000

Cité des 
echanges 12 meeting rooms 3,000 sqm

1,000
50 to 
1,000

25 to 
350

22 to 
50

32 to 
600

70 to 
1,000

resort Barriere 
de Lille

1 auditorium : the 
theater
+ 8 meeting rooms

900 sqm

1,200
130
60

3x50

18 to 
300

10 to 
42 500 1,000

stadium 
Pierre Mauroy

1 auditorium 
+ 6 rooms from 
120 to 10,000 sqm 
+ boxes

- 230
30 to 
250

20 to 
200

20 to 
50

30 to 
300

80 to 
600

halls de la 
Filature

8 from 200 to 
4,500 sqm 4,500 sqm 200 to 

3,300
75 to 
2,350 - up to 

2,350
up to 
3,000

Vélodrome de 
roubaix 9 50 to 

2,500 sqm
40 to 
900 - - 250

to 900
250

to 900

rooms nC

european Metropolis 
of Lille 604 1,745 3,105 1,922 250 628
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[ lille ]

Lille, in the heart of europe 

By PLAne

Lille Lesquin International Airport is situated at 10 mins from the city centre of Lille:
- More than 50 national and european destinations
-  national: Ajaccio, Bastia, Biarritz, Bordeaux, Calvi, Figari, Lyon, Marseille, Montpellier, 

nantes, nice, Perpignan, strasbourg et Toulouse 
- International : Algeria, Portugal, switzerland, spain and Italy.

50 min from roissy Charles de Gaulle International Airport with a direct high-speed train
1 hour from Brussels south Charleroi and Brussels national Airport (Zaventem)

By TrAIn

Lille is served by 2 railway stations: 
Lille Flandres and Lille europe, both 
high speed train accessible 

4 European capitals in less than  
3 hours:
Brussels: 34 min, 14 TGV and 
eurostar/ day
Paris: 60 min, 26 TGV/day 
London: 80 min, 9 eurostar/ day 
Amsterdam: 160 min, 2 Thalys/day

Access
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The best 
place to make 
your event 
a success

Lyon has a true authentic French feel to it. Thanks to its 2000 year history 
it is an attractive city with beautiful unesco listed architecture, great 
restaurants and lively nightlife.  
Lyon is a refreshing alternative to some of the usual capital city and resort  
type destinations and is often more affordable. Very much a business 
orientated city, Lyon has thriving Bio Tech, Pharmaceuticals and IT sectors. 
The purposely designed Convention Centre sports 3 Amphitheaters (300, 
900 and 3000 seats), 26 break out rooms and 8000m² of daylit pillar less 
exhibition space. 500 hotel rooms onsite and access to 18,000 extra close 
by around the city allow for a turnkey solution for event professionals. 
Intercontinental is opening a 5 star luxury hotel in the heart of the city. 

lyon

LyOn COnVenTIOn BureAu          
Valérie DuCAuD
Convention Bureau Manager  
Tel.: +33 (0)4 72 77 73 96 
vducaud@lyon-france.com

www.lyon-france.com

@onlylyontourism

Your KeY ContaCt
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→  DeMOGrAPhy
- 1.5 million people in Greater Lyon 
- An area of   51,500 hectares

→  eCOnOMy
-  5 clusters (two with global reach) 

→  LyOn rAnkInGs
-  10th in the world rankings of the most innovative 

cities (2014)
-  rhône -Alpes : 9th place of the most attractive  

european regions 
-  France’s 2nd largest region in terms of its health 

sector
-  region rhône-Alpes is world number one as a 

producer of vaccines

→  LyOn sTuDenT
-  2nd largest student population in France with  

144 500 students in 24 universities and higher 
education institutions

- 10% of foreign students

[ lyon ]

→  2017 WoRLD BRIDGE CoNTEST,  
4,000 delegates

→  2016 WoRLD CoNGRESS oN ANGIoLoGy, 
2,000 delegates

→  2016 EURoPEAN CoNGRESS oN BIoMECHANICS,  
1,000 delegates

→  2016 CoNGRèS DE LA SoCIéTé FRANCoPHoNE 
DU DIABèTE,  4,000 delegates

→  2015 ISAkoS CoNGRESS,  4,500 delegates

•  LyoNBIoPoLE: Biotechnologies, 
health

•  AXELERA: Chemicals, environ-
ment

•  LUTB Transport & Mobility 
Systems: Transports systems, 
collective urban transport of 
people and goods by bus or lorry

•  IMAGINoVE: Digital leisure and 
entertainment:  video, games, 
cinema, audiovisual, anima-
tion, interactive multimedia

•  TECHTERA: Technical fabrics, 
technical textiles, Clust’r 
numerique representing digital 
services

successful events

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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[ lyon ]

rooms Total

Lyon 969 3,354 4,669 4,337 343

hotels, residential hotels, 2,112 bedrooms from 1 to 5 stars,
within 10 minutes of the Conference Centre

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

GLOBAL CAPACITy: uP TO 4,000 DeLeGATes

Meeting rooms 1,142 79 43 3 3

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Venues rooms exhibition (sqm) subcommittees Other

Convention Center

3 amphitheater 
(300-900 or 3000 pax) 

25 000 sqm modular sea-
ting 19,000 pax

8,400 sqm 26 
(50 to 450 pax)

eurexpo

Modular Auditorium 
1,000-4,200 places 

2 privatized space: 
800 sqm and 3,000 sqm

120,000 sqm 26 1,800 
parking

Double Mixte

3 rooms
4,762 pax in theater
9,406 for a diner
14,572 for a cocktail

19,112 sqm

halle Tony Garnier 5,000 pax in theater
5,000 pax for diner

17,000 sqm
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[ lyon ]

By PLAne
Lyon St Exupéry International Airport: 
Regular flights to: 86 international destinations> 34 national destinations. 
Lyon is linked with 120 destinations.

The Lyon-saint exupéry International airport  is linked to the central Lyon Part-Dieu 
railway station within 30 minutes every 25 minutes. 

By TrAIn
3 TGV (HST) train stations:
Lyon Part-Dieu, Perrache, et Aéroport saint exupéry

Paris 23 A/r weekdays in 1h53’and direct connection to/or from Paris Charles de 
Gaulle Airport to Lyon Part-Dieu
> Lyon-Geneva: 1h50’ 
> Lyon-Brussels: 3h37’
> Lyon-Aix en Provence: 1h20’
> Lyon-Avignon: 1h05’
> Lyon-Montpellier: 1h45’ 

> Lyon-Marseille: 1h35’ 
> Lyon-Lille: 2h50’ 
> Lyon-Turin: 4h19’
> Lyon-strasbourg: 3h40’ 
> Lyon-London: 4h40’ 

Access
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MARSEILLE, MAKING 
WAVES IN THE 
MEETINGS WORLD

The second largest city in France, Marseille is lined with 57 kilometers 
of coast that leads into the Calanques national Park, a rarity to have 
such a site sitting so close to a city of almost a million. 
Marseille is a modern and dynamic city, constantly on the move 
confirming its excellence in the most innovative business and 
scientific sectors. This city of knowledge and creativity is a booming 
destination with the opening of numerous cultural sites, new luxury 
5 and 4 star hotels, heavy investment in renovation of the convention 
centres.
In 2017, Marseille is the european Capital of sport, positioning itself 
as an attractive place for both sports and events. 
Choose Marseille The Attractive City in Provence!

Marseille / provence

MArseILLe eVenTs & COnVenTIOn BureAu
Pascale BIGO
Convention Bureau Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)4 86 09 50 31 / 06 38 63 02 77
pbigo@marseille-tourisme.com

www.marseille-congres.com

@choosemarseille

Your KeY ContaCt
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→  A wide range of industries: biotechnologies, 
immunology, genetics, offshore, photonics, 
freight, cruises and IT.

→  Marseille, recognised as a business centre  
& an Exchange platform for Southern Europe.

→  French Tech - 5 strategic fields of activity: 
smart city, Iot, e.commerce, big data, e.santé.

→  As second diplomatic seat in France, Marseille has 
successfully played the hand of international 
relations (Onudi, World Water Council, World 
Bank). A real para-diplomatic center.

→  A city of knowledge: Aix Marseille university 
(AMu) - a multidisciplinary and interdisciplinary 
university. An intense research site  in collabora-
tion with leading organizations and recognized by 
an international jury as part of futur investments.

→  A must-see destination for business tourism, leisure, 
culture with a capacity of  9,000 hotel rooms by 
the end of 2017.

→  2nd film-making destination in France. Thanks 
to its light and nature, Marseille attracts artists 
& film directors. Marseille seduces by its distinct 
personality & its thousand expressions …

[ Marseille / provence ]

→  2019 EUPHA - European Public Health Conference, 
1,500 delegates

→  2019 ocean’s 19 World Congress, 1,800 delegates
→  2018 ITS Congress - International Tug, Salvage and 

oSV Convention, 500 delegates 
→  2018 Spaceops Conference, 750 delegates
→  2018 RIPE 76, 700 delegates
→  2017 European Group for Blood and Marrow  

Transplantation, 5,100 delegates
→  2017 Fiber to the Home, 3,000 delegates

successful events

key
economic 
    SECTOR

•  Marseille, second French city 
for public research

•  Life Sciences and Techno- 
logies: eurobiomed Cluster

•  Photonics optics: Popsud/
Optitec Clusters – including 
the space industry, under-
water optics, nuclear fusion, 
medical imaging

•  Audiovisual and Multimedia: 
PrIMI Cluster (Pôle Trans-
media Méditerranée)

•  Chemistry & Petrochemistry: 
novachim Cluster – Chemistry, 
Plastic, Materials

•  Energy: CAPenerGIes 
(energy generation with 
no greenhouse gases) and 
TrIMATeC competitiveness 
cluster (nuclear energy)

•  PÔLE MER PACA: Competitive- 
ness cluster with a global reach

•  PASS: Scents, Fragances, Flavours

•  CNRFID - from innovation 
to the deployment of radio 
Frequency Identification and 
nFC solutions

•  TERRALIA competitiveness 
cluster PeIFL: Fruit and vege-
tables cluster

•  Safe cluster: Secured  
Communicating solutions 

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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[ Marseille / provence ]

rooms Apartment 
hotels

Marseille 1,008 1,660 1,874 1,920 364 1,880

Venues rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

Marseille Chanot 

2 auditoriums 
+  an adjustable 
plenary venue 
seating 1,600 to 
3,200 persons 
25 meeting rooms
5 halls & Outdoor 
area

70,120 sqm
3,200
1,200
  400

30 to 
120

up to 
120

up to 
8,000 
in the 

Palais & 
halls

2,300 to 
8,000

Palais du Pharo 1 auditorium 
20 meeting rooms 4,200 sqm 900 30 to 

120
15 to 

90 1,000 80 to 
1,000

World Trade 
Center Marseille 
Provence  
(Under remode-
ling. Opening 
July 2017)

11 meeting rooms 1,000 sqm 380 180 45 380 400

Pullman Palm 
Beach hotel

1 auditorium 
11 meeting room

1,290 sqm 320 120 60 300 500

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 4,800 DeLeGATes

Meeting rooms 1,142 79 43 3 3

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities
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[ Marseille / provence ]

Marseille Provence Airport: 3rd largest French airport for passenger traffic. 
1st low cost airport in europe (MP2).

MArseILLe, The GATeWAy OF PrOVenCe, sOuThern FrAnCe

→ 21 rotations per day between Paris and  Marseille in 1h 15’ 

→  129 scheduled routes, 107 destinations, 27 countries, 34 airline companies

→  16 daily high speed train only 3 hours from Paris (Charles de Gaulle Airport/
Gare de Lyon), 3h30 from Geneva, 5h10 from Brussels, 5h 30 from Barcelona 
and 6h 15 from London (eurostar).

→  The phocaean city is easily accessible from Marseille Provence International 
Airport: 20 mins by bus , taxi & train (Ter).

→  From Saint-Charles Rail Station, located in the heart of  Marseille: direct 
connections to metro, bus networks, car rental, less than  15 minutes to access 
the 3 Convention Centres.

Access
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Choose Monaco’s 
expertise to make 
your event a success

Excellent hotel facilities offering 2,300 rooms, with a real tra-
dition of welcome and a modern, eco-certified congress centre, 
Grimaldi Forum Monaco, which is internationally recognised by 
the profession. nestled in the heart of europe, less than two 
hours by air from the major cities and situated near the nice 
Côte d’Azur international airport, it is easily accessible.  Mona-
co’s assets are not just geographical, but its other advantages 
are less well known.  
With a calendar of more than 500 business events, including 
numerous associative congresses, Monaco is strengthening its 
position as a destination for events. Prices are reasonable, the 
climate is sunny even in winter and the Principality’s image is 
strong and dynamic.

Monaco

MOnACO COnVenTIOn BureAu 
Laurence PAPOuChADO
Deputy Director 
Tel.: +377 92 16 60 41
lpapouchado@gouv.mc

www.monaconventionbureau.com

@MonacoCVB  -  linkedin:  Monaco Convention Bureau 

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ Monaco ]

→  Monaco is a hard working “city-nation” and a 
highly diversified economy platform. The leading 
business sectors in the Principality are health-
care, banking and finance, high tech, tourism, 
international trade, shipping and real estate.

→  More than 5.000 companies are established in 
the Principality, that generate more than fifty 
thousand jobs. 

successful events

Strongest business clusters 
for MICE in Monaco are:

•  Medical: Monaco’s 
healthcare sector is 
renowned for the quality 
of its professionals and 
its facilities in several 
specialist fields

•  Finance: Monaco’s 
finance industry is driven 
by 36 banks and 44 fund 
and portfolio management 
companies

•  New technologies: Monaco 
is home to businesses in 
the fields of computing, 
telecommunications and 
new technologies

•  Green Economy: Monaco  
has always been a 
dedicated and respected 
defender of causes in the 
fields of the environment, 
ocean protection and 
sustainable development 
on a worldwide scale

→  2017 Ferma Risk Management Forum, 2,000 delegates

→  2017 IoC World Conference, 1,000 delegates 

→  2017 Rendez Vous de Septembre, 61st edition,  
2,700 delegates 

→  2018 AEGPL Congress, 1,500 delegates

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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Meeting rooms Capacity exhibition (sqm)

MAIn enTrAnCe

esplanade 
Princesse Grace

1,825 sqm 
facing the sea

Grande Verrière  
(the Building’s  
architectural signature)

1,500 sqm/ 16,145 sq. ft

AuDITOrIA & MeeTInG rOOMs

salles des Princes 1,800 seats with folding tables

salle Prince Pierre
800 seats with 

folding tables and 350 
classroom seats

salle Camille Blanc
400 seats with 

folding tables and 177 
classroom seats

13 committee rooms which can be divided into 22 rooms 
for up to 1 200 people in theatre-style.

exhIBITIOn AreA

espace ravel
4,205 sqm / 45,262 sq ft (with 2,546 sqm 

/ 27,405 sq ft pillar-free) facing the sea 
with natural daylight

espace Diaghilev 3,901 sqm / 41,990 sq ft with a private 
entrance from esplanade Princesse Grace

Foyers 2,000 sqm / 21,528 sq ft 
Great places for mingling

[ Monaco ]

COnVenTIOn CenTre GrIMALDI FOruM
→  A high tech, eco-certified convention centre 

internationally awarded by professionals
→ 35,000 sqm/ 376.737 sq.f of usable floor space
→  hosts all types of professional events: 

meetings, congresses, conventions,  
product launches, trade fairs & exhibitions

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 3,000 DeLeGATes

rooms

Monaco 26 447 1,383 444

Meeting 
rooms 

congress 
centres

Accommodation

More than 2,300 rooms in the city center.
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[ Monaco ]

nICe COTe D’AZur InTernATIOnAL AIrPOrT  
The Principality of Monaco enjoys a very privileged geographical location at the heart 
of Europe, less than a two-hour flight from major European capitals. Nice Côte d’Azur 
International Airport is nearby, linked to Monaco by an array of transport options.

→ 90 mn from Paris

→ 90 mn from Brussels       

→ 90 mn from Frankfurt

→ 08.00  from new york City

→ 03.20 from Moscow

→ 06.00 from Dubaï

→ 50 mn from Geneva

→ 120 mn from London

France’s second-busiest airport with over 11 million passengers per year, links the 
Principality of Monaco to over 100 destinations around the globe. 70 flights per day 
connect with europe’s main hubs. 

Transfers between Nice and Monaco:
MoNACAIR: A helicopter takes off every 15 or 30 minutes depending on the season 
for a 7-minute flight between Nice and Monaco. A free shuttle bus is provided when 
arriving in the Principality.
BUS: rCA nice Airport express operates regular transfers via the motorway between 
nice Côte d’Azur Airport and Monaco (45 minutes). The service runs all year round 
from 7am to 9pm (departures every 30 min).

Access
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Montpellier 
Méditerranée  
The Place to 
Business

nestled between sea, vineyards and mountains, Montpellier 
Méditerranée Métropole in the south of France is a historic, effervescent 
destination offering both a modern outlook and a certain art of living. 
City of medicine and also at the cutting edge of research activities and 
the digital economy, Montpellier Méditerranée combines several assets 
(major equipments, accommodation and renovated railway station in 
the historical centre, 4 tramway lines, an international airport; all the 
facilities required for high profile national and international business 
meetings.

Montpellier 
languedoc Mediterranean

MOnTPeLLIer MeDITerrAnee TOurIsM & COnVenTIOns
Marie-Dominique BeLLAMy-CLAuZeL
sales and Marketing Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)4 67 60 19 35 / +33 (0)6 70 86 72 54
congres@ot-montpellier.fr

www.bureaudescongres-montpellier.com

@montpelliernow

Your KeY ContaCt
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→  DeMOGrAPhy
-  1st for demographic development in France
- 8th largest city in France 
- 450,000 people in Greater Montpellier
- an area of 434,21 km²
-  50% of the population under 34 years old  

(source: national Institute for statistics)

→  eCOnOMy rAnkInGs
-  1st French location for public-sector research 

intensity: InrA, Cnrs, CIrAD, InserM, IrD and 
IrsTeA (source: national Institute for statistics)

[ Montpellier / languedoc Mediterranean ]

→  2018 International Congress on Plant Molecular 
Biology, 2,000 delegates 

→  2018 Evolution Congress, 2,500 delegates 
→  2018 Aquaculture Society Congress, 2,000 delegates 
→  2018 Mutualité Française Congress, 4,000 delegates
→  2017 Generalist Teachers’ National Congress, 2,000 

delegates
→  2017 French Pharmacists  Congress, 2,300 delegates
→  2016 40th French Gynaecologists and obstetricians 

Days, 3,000 delegates
→  2016 The 5th International EcoSummit Congress, 

2,000 delegates
→  2016 International Coronary Thrombosis &  

Haemostasis Congress, 2,500 delegates

successful events

•  HEALTH: eurobiomed 
competitiveness cluster, 
pharmaceutical industry

•  Agronomics: qualimédi-
terranée competitiveness 
cluster

•  ICT: Optitec competitiveness 
cluster

•  Environment: Derbi, 
Trimatec and risques 
competitiveness clusters

•  Water: global water competi- 
tiveness cluster

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR

-  #1 destination in europe for its low cost of 
doing business (source: kPMG)

-  4th best business incubator in the world for 
start-ups

-  5 competitiveness clusters

→  MOnTPeLLIer sTuDenT
-  71,329 students
- 16% international students 
- 6 engineering schools
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Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Le Corum Convention Centre 3 auditoriums (318, 745 & 2,000 seats) 
25 rooms 6,000 sqm

L'Arena 7,500 seats 5,000 sqm

exhibition Centre 10 halls 
1 congress centre

60,000 sqm (indoor) 
70,000 sqm (outdoor)

Le Zénith sud 1,000 - 4,000 seats

[ Montpellier / languedoc Mediterranean ]

rooms Apartment 
hotels 2-4*

Montpellier  
Méditerranée 

Metropole & coastline
1,604 2,073 1,377 26 1,875

With about 6,184 hotel bedrooms and 2,462 apartment hotels, 
Montpellier Méditerranée Metropole and coastline offer a large 
choice between the charms of the pedestrian historical centre and 
the dependable  comfort  of  major  international  chains.                                                                                                                

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 10,000 DeLeGATes

Meeting rooms 130 45 20 6 2

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities
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[ Montpellier / languedoc Mediterranean ]

France’s largest pedestrian area and largest tram network!

By PLAne
Montpellier Méditerranée International Airport (8km from downtown): regular 
flights to 20 international and 8 national destinations.

By TRAIN
saint roch TGV train station in the city center: high speed trains to all major 
French and european cities 

Access
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A great place
to meet the best

nancy welcomes you with open arms… from Ville Vieille -Old Town- 
to place stanislas, from its museums and performance venues to 
its bars and quaint restaurants, Lorraine’s Capital of the Dukes 
lovingly cultivates its unique lifestyle. Classified fourth in the list 
of France’s foremost artistic cities (Journal des arts 2013), nancy  
provides an ideal backdrop for side events at meetings, conventions 
and fairs. 

nancy

nAnCy COnGress CenTre
Thierry BOTTArD
sales & Production Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)3 8330 8000
tbd@gn-ce.com

www.grandnancy-congresetevenements.com

@grandncycongres

Your KeY ContaCt
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→  health and Biology
→  Computer science and digital economy 
→  eco-building
→  Banking and finance

→  2016  Campus Cook: University and collective Food Exhibition, 1,700 delegates
→  2016  43rd Congress of Geometrician-experts,  600 delegates
→  2016  General Meeting of BPALC members, 2,400 delegates

successful events

[ nancy ]

MATerALIA 
FIBres

hyDreOs

→  kEy PoINTS 
-  unesCO sites (3 squares): Place stanislas, de la 

Carrière and d’Alliance.
-  6 museums and monuments from the Middle age 

to the 21st century, including many fine examples 
of Art nouveau -French birthplace- Art Deco, and 
street Art.

-  Typical local gastronomy: bergamots treats, 
macaroons, quiches, Paté Lorrain, mirabelle 
plums, wine.

-  Artistic and cultural national reputation: national 
Opera, national Ballet, orchestra, theaters.

- 45,000 students
- 23,000 companies
- Area: 330,000 inhabitants

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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Venues rooms exhibition (sqm)

Centre Prouvé
Convention Centre

20,000 sqm

3 exhibition halls 3,000 sqm

2 auditorias 850/300 sqm

1 panoramic reception space 1,200 sqm
1,200 seats

2 foyers areas 800/300 sqm

13 meeting rooms

Parc des expositions
8 halls 15,400 sqm

9 outside terraces 13,000 sqm

Le Domaine de l’Asnée 1 amphitheater
13 meeting rooms 13,000 sqm

stadium Marcel Picot 6 meeting rooms including  
1 room of 420 seats

Le Zénith 4,700 seats inside
up to 12,000 seats outside

[ nancy ]

rooms Others Total

nancy 725 1,193 317 - 296 2,531

Accommodation

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

Meeting rooms 74 23 5 1 -

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities
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[ nancy ]

By PLAne
Lorraine Airport can be reached in 30 mn by car or shuttle from the train station.
Luxembourg International Airport can be reached in 75 min.
nancy-essey Airport for the business community can be reached in 10 min.

By TRAIN
nancy railway station: less than 1 minute’s walk to the Centre Prouvé Convention 
Centre, and ten minutes’ walk to Place stanislas, unesco.
Paris and Luxembourg: 90 min.
strasbourg: 75 min.
Charles de Gaulle International Airport with a direct high-speed train: 70 min. 

By CAR
Direct motorway links with Paris via the A31 and A4.

Access

DEUTSCHLAND
ALLEMAGNE

AUSTRIA
AUTRICHE

NEDERLAND
PAYS-BAS

ITALIA
ITALIE

SCHWEIZ
SUISSE

UNITED KINGDOM
ROYAUME-UNI

BELGIË
BELGIQUE

Basel
Train : 2 h 50

Berne
Train : 4 h 10

Strasbourg
Train : 1 h 15

Aéroport CDG
Train : 1 h 10

Stuttgart
München

Frankfurt am Main

NANCY

Bordeaux
Train : 5 h 50

Nice
Avion : 1 h 15

Lyon
Avion : 1 h 00
Train : 4 h 10 Milano

Avion : 3 h 10

Marne-la-Vallée
Train : 1 h 10

Lille
Train : 3 h 30

Toulouse
Avion : 1 h 50

Rennes
Train : 4 h 15

Paris Est
Train : 1 h 30

Nantes
Train : 4 h 20

London

Massy
Train : 1 h 45

Zürich

Luxembourg
Train : 1 h 30

Bruxelles / Brussels
Train : 3 h 30

Avion : 3 h Köln

Amsterdam
Avion : 4 h 00

Berlin

Dijon
Train : 2 h 20

Reims
Train : 45’

Genève
Train : 5 h 30

Metz 

Sport / Sport
Culture et art de vivre / Culture and Lifestyle
Lieux de congrès et de convention
Convention venues
Axes autoroutiers / Motorways

Retrouvez les établissements de l’Université de Lorraine sur :
Learn about the Lorraine University institutions at:
http:// www.univ-lorraine.fr/content/plans-dacces

1 h 30 > Paris Gare de l’Est
1 h 10 > Paris CDG
1 h 30 > Luxembourg
3 h 45 > Frankfurt am Main
2 h 50 > Basel
3 h 30 > Bruxelles

1 h 40 > Marseille
1 h 15 > Nice
1 h 50 > Toulouse
3 h 10 > Milano

Marseille
Avion : 1 h 40
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A creative city
that will always 
amaze you

A fast-growing city on the French Atlantic coast, nantes with its
booming economy and thriving cultural scene is one of the new up
and coming european destinations.
The audacious city has become a favourite amongst business mee-
tings organisers.
From congresses to corporate meetings... Nantes offers a wide
selection of imaginative and sustainable solutions for organising
events.
nantes is the birth place of Jules Verne. Its audacity, imagination
make it a highly attractive destination for event organisers.
The sunday Times once published an article titled “nantes, the loo-
piest city in France!”…

www.lacite-nantes.com
convention-bureau.nantes-saintnazaire.fr

 @lacitecongres  
@nantescvb

Your KeY ContaCt

LA CITé nAnTes eVenTs CenTer
sandrine ChAuVe
Development Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)2 51 88 20 48 
         +33 (0)6 22 79 03 63
sandrine.chauve@lacite-nantes.fr

nAnTes COnVenTIOn BureAu
Lucile suIre
MICe promotion manager
Tel.:  +33 (0)2 40 74 75 76  

+33(0)6 43 39 64 99
l.suire@nantes-saintnazaire.fr

nantes
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[ nantes ]

key seCTOrs ThAT COnTrIBuTe TO The 
reGIOn’s exCeLLenCe:
- Biotechnologies and healthcare
-  Agrifoods
- sustainable development
-  Wood and ecoconstruction
- Complex compound and metal materials
- Information and communication technologies
-  The sciences of the sea (marine renewable energy)
-  Creative and Design/Cultural industries 
-  Aerospace
- Digital economy

An eCOnOMIC VITALITy
-  30,000 establishments in the tertiary sector
-  Major international corporations : Airbus, Lu, 

Vivalis, Armor, Eurofins

A neTWOrk OF hIGher eDuCATIOn AnD 
reseArCh esTABLIshMenTs :
Over 2,200 researchers in 200 laboratories, 
70 research teams, 54,000 students

→  2016 8th Rilem International Conference on Mechanisms 
of Cracking and Debonding in Pavements, 250 delegates 

→  2016 26th SETAC Europe Annual Meeting  Society 
of Environmental Toxicology and Chemistry, 2,100 
delegates 

→  2015 Ewtec - European Wave and Trival Energy  
Conference, 560 delegates 

→  2015 10th Annual European Rheology Conference, 
700 delegates

→  2014 22nd Annual Meeting of the European orthopaedic 
Research Society – EoRS, 400 delegates

→  2014 24th International ICFMH symposium – Food 
Micro 2014, 600 delegates

successful events

key
economic 
    SECTOR

→  2013 International Ecocity Conference, 800 delegates
→  2013 64th Annual Meeting of the European Association for Animal Production – EAAP, 

1,400 delegates
→  2013 18th Congress of the World Veterinary Poultry Association - WVPA, 1,000 delegates 
→  2013 International Conference on Ocean, Offshore and Arcti Engineering – OMAE, 1,100 delegates 
→   2012  36th Annual Meeting of the European Working Group of Cardiac Cellular Electro
      physiology, 1,100 delegates 

•  Atlanpole Biotherapies: 
Biotechnologies / healthcare

•  EMC2: Materials / Micro-
technology / Mechanics

•  Elastopôle: Chemistry / 
Materials

•  Nova Build: Civil engineering 
and eco-building 

•  IDforCAR: Transportation

•  Images et Réseaux: 
    Information and communi-

cation technologies 

•  Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique: 
economy of the sea

•  S2E2: energy

•  Valorial, Vegepolys:  
Agriculture, Agrifoods

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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[ nantes ]

rooms Aparthotels

nantes 950 1,485 2,106 1,521 2,733

Accommodation

rooms exhibition (sqm)

LA CITé NANTES EVENTS CENTER
3 auditoriums

6,000 sqm
450 to 2,000

30 meeting rooms 30 to 300

EXPoNANTES 
EXHIBITIoN PARk

6 halls
60,000 sqm

-

10 conference rooms 50 to 500

zENITH NANTES METRoPoLE 2 rooms - 6,500

SALoNS D’AFFAIRES 
DE LA CCI 12 rooms - 306

CHâTEAU 
DE LA PIGoSSIèRE 6 rooms - 380

venues &
congress 
centres
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Located in the heart of the city, La Cité pro-
vides an ideal venue for events from 200 to 
4,000 participants. La Cité boasts a stunning 
architectural complex and a most pleasant 
setting near the Loire river. With sustainable

services and a most welcoming staff, La Cité 
is a venue that lives up to the industry’s high 
international standards. It is the only French 
convention centre with AIPC ‘Gold’ quality 
standards.

la Cité 
Nantes Events Center

rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

The Great Auditorium 2,000

Auditorium 800 800

Auditorium 450 450

exhibition areas
including The Great hall
(3,000 sqm)

6,000
sqm

30 meeting rooms
with 30 to 300 seats

[ nantes ]

LA CITé nAnTes eVenTs CenTer
→  20 minutes from the international airport
→  ln the heart of city center - in front of the TGV 

station
→  A 4**** hotel on site
→  Catering: up to 3,400 delegates
→  2 separate entrances to allow for simultaneous 

events
→   lnnovat¡ve technicaI services with in-house 

teams: 46 specialised activities

Meeting 
rooms 

congress 
centres
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[ nantes ]

By PLAne

1 hour from Paris and London, the leading european hubs

All the european capital cities in less than 2 hours

65 destinations served with direct flights and 38 european destinations

20 minute-drive to La Cité nantes events Center by shuttle

By hIGh sPeeD TrAIn

2 hours away from Paris

With 21 round-trips/day to Paris every half-hour

Direct journey to Paris CDG airport. Direct journey to Lille (4 hours); Lyon (4 hours 
and 35 minutes), strasbourg (6 hours)

5-minute walk to La Cité nantes events Center

Access
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The drive for 
excellence 
in hosting 
conferences

nice / côte d’azur

In recent years nice has been enjoying a genuine economic and architectural 
revolution. nice boasts cutting-edge infrastructures, from its international 
airport to its accommodation and the ability to facilitate the planning of 
events. It is also a hub of internationally recognized healthcare facilities: 
9 hospitals, 26 clinics, 7 specialist centres, an ICT expertise in the service 
of e-health and an ambassador programme developed by the Convention 
Bureau. Finally, nice is a city dedicated to sustainability – through the IsO 
140001 certification obtained by Acropolis Congress and Exhibition Center, 
the Allianz riviera stadium, or ongoing projects like the eco-Valley with a 
future 75,000 sqm exhibition and congress centre.
→  Based on 2015 American express’s Global Meetings Forecast, nice is the 

6th most popular european destination for meetings and events organisers.
→  In 2015, the American research consultancy Juniper research ranked nice 

4th in its list of top smart Cities behind Barcelona, new york and London. 
→  In January 2016, uCA (university Côte d’Azur) has been awarded by an 

international jury the IDex label “excellence Initiative” and nice is the 1st 
ranking French University in the field of life science and health.

→  In February 2016 nice-Acropolis Congress Centre has been awarded by 
IAPCO - “2015 IAPCO International supplier Award”

nICe COnVenTIOn BureAu
Claudette BerTIn
Congress Development
Tel.: +33 (0)4 92 14 46 27 / 06 72 91 97 37
claudette.bertin@otcnice.com

http://en.meet-in-nice.com

@nice_tourisme

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ nice / côte d’azur ]

The Metropolis nice Côte d’Azur supports 7 of the 11 
regional competitiveness clusters:

→  Life Science: biologic and medical engineering, 
pharmaceutical industry, biotechnology, fine  
chemistry and aromas, cosmetology, biomaterials, 
vegetal world, veterinary products. 

→  TIC: Internet, software design, telecommunications, 
electric components, network system software, 
associated services. 

→  Eco-Enterprises: Production of goods and services 
to measure, prevent, limit or correct environmental 
impacts such as pollution of water, air, soil as 
well as problems related to waste, noise and 
ecosystems

       They include the technologies, products and services 
that reduce environmental risks, minimize pollution 
and save resources.

→  Tourism/Leisure/Business tourism – 10,000 
hotels rooms and 200 meeting rooms. 

→  2019 SoE  (European Society of ophtalmology), 
3,000 delegates 

→  2018 WPC (World Perfumery Congress), 1,200 
delegates 

→  2016 Cardiostim 2016, 5,200 delegates (every two 
years in nice)

 →  2017 TM Forum Live, 3,500 delegates
→  2015 Euretina, 5,000 delegates
→  2015 EVER, confirmed in Nice until 2018 

•  Solutions communicantes 
Sécurisées – SCS 

•  PASS – Perfumes, aromas, 
sents, flavors 

•  Eurobiomed – health,  
bio-engineering

•  Capénergie – A Cluster of 
energy generation with no 
greenhouse gases

•  SAFE “Security and Aeros-
pace actors for the Future 
of Earth” – risks and 
Pégase clusters merger

•  Mer PACA – World class 
cluster - Marine resources

successful events

→ Events / culture
→  Cutting-edge medical research: the 

University Hospital of Nice (CHU) is 
very active in research and innova-
tion. “Pasteur 2” the largest hospital 
construction in France and 27 Delvalle 
(e-health dedicated), opened in 2015, 
constitute the foundation of the future 
“Paillon 2020 Living Lab”.

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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[ nice / côte d’azur ]

Venues rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

nice-Acropolis
Convention Centre

4 auditoria
- Apollon
- Athena
- hermes
- Iris

356 sqm
142 sqm

2,500
758
300
250

- - -

Espaces
 Agora 1 – 2 -3
Méditerranée
rhodes
Les Muses
Terrasses les Muses
Galiéni 1 à 5
Galliéni AB

4,015 sqm
1,800 sqm
2,500 sqm
2,600 sqm
1,500 sqm
228 sqm
140 sqm

1,500
1,300
2,000

228
140

315
1,000

51
60

600
1,100
1,500
2,000
600

1,000
1,300
1,800
2,200
1,000

nice-Acropolis
exhibition Centre

hall
Mezzanines
Auditorium Thémis
4 rooms 

12,120 sqm
2,120 sqm

2,702 sqm
262
500

350 - -

Allianz riviera, nice 
stadium

Conference room 320 - - -

Deambulatoire 8,000 sqm - - - -

West lounges 1,800 sqm 450 - 730 1,500

east lounges 2,000 sqm 450 - 760 2,000

Boxes (44) 30 to 60 sqm 25 20 32 40

40 hôtels 
Other venues:
nikaïa
Museums

Maximum capacity

Auditorium 
 Auditoria

-

1,040

6,000
220/500

536 1,000 1,200

rooms

1,426 3,143 4,002 417nice

venues & 
congress 
centres

Accommodation
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[ nice / côte d’azur ]

GLOBAL CAPACITy: uP TO 5,000 DeLeGATes

Nice, an easy access
-  An international airport at 10 minutes from downtown and will soon have 

a tramway connection with the 2 terminals.
- 62 airlines, 107 destinations in more than 37 countries

→ Paris: 221 - 1h20

→ London: 139 - 2h10

→ Zürich: 28 - 1h20

→ Francfort 28 - 1h40

→ Geneva: 38 - 1h00

→ Brussels: 37 - 1h45

→ Barcelona: 23 - 1h05

→ Amsterdam: 42 - 1h45 

→ Copenhagen: 35 - 2h20

→ Moscow: 23 - 3h50

→ Dubaï: 7 - 6h00

→ new-york: 7 - 7h50 

DesTInATIOns & FrequenCy/LenGTh (to name a few)

Meeting rooms 52 19 16 3 1

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Access

Meeting 
rooms 
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We are all very  
important people in 
Northern France 

Nord France Convention Bureau, a non-profit-making-organisation, 
represents the greater area situated just above Paris. Located 
between the main five North European capitals, the region offers 
7 exhibition centres, a large range of hotels and plethora choices 
of venues. The nord France Convention Bureau provides expertise 
and unbiased service for associations, from the production of the 
bid to the fam trip, while marketing the region, and therefore can 
best advise its customers. Land of innovation in railway, technical 
textiles, automotive, food nutrition, green chemistry and cloud 
robotics, the hauts-de-France (northern France) hosts a large 
scientific and academic community who represents the region in 
many different fields of excellence.

northern France 

nOrD FrAnCe COnVenTIOn BureAu
Valérie LeFeBVre
Congress Project Manager 
Tel.: +33 (0)3 59 56 21 86 / +33 (0)6 37 58 44 02
Valerie.lefebvre@nord-france-convention.com

www.nord-france-convention.com

@nordfrancecvb

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ northern France ]

→  2018 International Congress of genealogical and 
heraldic Sciences – ICGH , 300 delegates – Arras 

→  2017 French Association for diabetes, 5,500 delegates 
→  2017 French Society of Vascular medicine, 1,200 

delegates – Amiens 
→  2017 European Foundation for Plant Pathology, 

EFPP, 300 delegates – Dunkerque 
→  2016 French syndicat for the hotel sector, 900 delegates – 

Le Touquet-Paris-Plage
→  2016 International Congress of Sciences and Football,  

300 delegates – Valenciennes 

successful events

key
economic 
    SECTOR

→  DeMOGrAPhy
- 6 millions inhabitants 
-  The youngest French region and 3rd in europe (-25 yrs) 

→  eCOnOMy
-  9 competitiveness Clusters and 18 business Clusters 
-  78 million consumers with €1,5 billion in disposable 

income within 300 km of northern France 

→  sTuDenTs
-  200,000 students in hauts-de-France (northern France)
-   France’s largest education cluster after Paris 
-  23 engineers schools and 10 business schools 
-  10% of the French engineers studied in the region

→  eCOnOMIC seCTOr 
-  Transport and eco-mobility 
-  health and nutrition 
-  Ambient intelligence and internet of things 
-  Chemistry, materials and recycling 
-  energy
- numeric picturing and creative industries 

•  Green economy:  
MATIkEM (sustainable 
use of Materials and 
Applications), IAR (French 
Bioeconomy cluster)

•  Transport:I-Trans: 
(France’s number one rail 
cluster), automobile,  
sustainable and innovative 
mobility techno pole

•  Services: logistics, 
european capital for e-
commerce

•  Innovation: Up-Tex   
(technical textiles), 
Robonumerique (Cloud 
robotics), PICoM retail 
Industry cluster

•  Sustainable Development: 
Team² (eco technologies for 
the future-environment), 
wind power industry, eco 
agriculture, Agrifood, Aqui-
mer (positioning fishery 
product in future foodstuffs 
based on sustainable 
development) 

•  Health: NSL nutrition 
health Longevity Cluster, 
EGID (european excellence 
Centre on Diabetes), silver 
economy 

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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Venues rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

Cité des congrès 
Valenciennes 

3 auditoriums 
+ Concert hall 
+ 13 meetings rooms

4,200 sqm 20 to  
2,100

10 to 
1,200

10 to 
40

10 to 
1,400

20 to 
2,100

Congress centre 
Touquet-Paris-
Plage

1 auditorium  
+11 meetings 
rooms

2,000 sqm 316 80 to  
750

30 to  
100 650 900

Dunkerque  
kursaal 
Congress centre 

1 auditorium  
+8  meetings 
rooms

6,200 sqm 
500 

1000 
3500

60 to 
3500

24 to  
48 2,000 4,000

Artois expo 
Congres

1 auditorium 
5 meetings rooms 5,500 sqm 

150 
250 

1,000 
3,500

250 to  
3500

18 to  
60 3,000 4,500

Lille Grand 
Palais  
Convention 
Centre  

3 auditoriums + 
Zenith Arena 
+ 30 meetings 

18,000 sqm 

4,500 
1,500 
500 
433 

50 to  
1,200

50 to  
510

26 to  
440

50 to  
5,000

50  
to 

5,000

Megacité  
Amiens 

2 auditoriums  
+ 11 meeting rooms 10,000 sqm 80 to  

300
20  

to 45
19  

to 40 330 590

Palais de  
Fervaques
saint quentin 

Large meeting room 693 sqm 80 
500 - - 400 900

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 
4,500 DeLeGATes

rooms nC

Arras 0 214 272 137 0 273

Touquet-Paris-
Plage 0 153 250 500 0 181

Valenciennes 209 287 522 228 75 175

Dunkerque 146 453 580 57 0 635

Amiens 221 245 527 196 12 201

european 
metropolis  
of Lille 

604 1,745 3,105 1,922 250 628

saint quentin - 225 237 24 0 72

[ northern France ]

Meeting 
rooms 

Accommodation

venues & 
congress 
centres
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GLOBAL CAPACITy: 
4,500 DeLeGATes

[ northern France ]

northern France, in the heart of europe 

By PLAne

Lille Lesquin International Airport is situated at 10 mins from the city center of Lille.
More than 50 national and european destinations

50 min from roissy Charles de Gaulle International Airport with a direct high speed train 

Beauvais Paris Tillé airport: More than 70 european destinations. 
1 hour from Brussels south Charleroi and Brussels national Airport (Zaventem)

By TrAIn

5 European capitals in less than 4 hours:
Brussels: 34 min, 14 TGV and eurostar/ day
Paris: 60 min, 26 TGV/day 
London: 80 min, 9 eurostar/ day 
Amsterdam: 160 min, 2 Thalys/day 
Luxembourg: 4h, 15 trains/day

Access
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paris
reinventing 
association 
meetings

Paris is a mix of atmospheres and cultures with something new to offer 
around every corner: monuments, architecture, historic avenues, parks 
and gardens. 
→  46 million visitors a year, 21 million of them are business professionals.
→  4 unesCO World heritage sites.
→  A renowned experience in association meetings, with more than 

1,000 congresses gathering 750,000 delegates in 2016.
→  The attractiveness of Paris as a congress destination means 20 % 

more attendees.
→  World’s biggest hotel capacity with over 150,000 hotel rooms.

Paris

PArIs COnVenTIOn BureAu 
Cécile MAIrAVILLe - Congress Director
Tel.: +33 (0)1 49 52 53 88 - cmairaville@parisinfo.com
Clarisse DuPOnT - Development
Tel.: +33 (0)1 49 52 53 09 - cdupont@parisinfo.com
Maryline PIeL - Development
Tel.: +33 (0)1 49 52 53 26 - mpiel@parisinfo.com

www.convention.parisinfo.com

@pariscvb

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ Paris ]

→  6.1 millions jobs (excluding public 
sector)

→  944,034 companies  
including 13,000 foreign corporations

→  Sectors of excellence:  Aeronautics, 
space, Defence, Air transportation, 
Automotive, Transport, Mobility, 
Digital IT, Fintech & Banking, Fashion, 
Design, Luxury goods, Food industry, 
M.I.C.e., Business services, Life 
sciences, Logistics, hotels & catering, 
and Cleantech energy. 

→  2017 International Conference on Advanced Techno- 
logies & Treatments for Diabetes - ATTD, 2,000 
delegates 

→  2016 World Congress and World Leader Summit – 
UICC, 4,000 delegates

→  2016 26th European Meeting on Hypertension – ESH, 
8,000 delegates

→  2015 Paris Climate Conference Cop21, 40,000 delegates
→   2015 World Gas Conference – WGC , 5,000 delegates

•  Advancity  (Sustainable 
development)

•  ASTech Paris Region 
(Aerospace)

•  Cap Digital (Digital 
content)

•  Cosmetic Valley (Cosmetics)
•  Finance Innovation 

(Financial expertise)
•  Medicen Paris Region 

(Health)
• Mov’éo (Motor industry)
•  Systematic Paris Region 

(Software)
•  Elastopôle (Rubber and 

polymer industry)

successful events

Healthcare and life sciences: leading the way in 
Europe
• More than 1,000 life sciences organizations
•  Pharmaceuticals industry: more than 300  

companies
•  Biotechnologies: more than 200 companies
•  Medical technologies: more than 360 companies

Europe’s largest hospital network
•  Assistance-Publique – hôpitaux de Paris (AP-hP): 

39 hospitals, 22,500 beds and over 100,000 heal-
thcare professionals (12,500 doctors) in 2015

•  europe’s biggest hospital: Pitié-salpêtrière (1,800 
beds) 

Healthcare and life sciences: world-class research
•  300 public and private research centers
• 11,800 life sciences researchers

Europe’s leading region for clinical trials
•  europe’s no.1 biomedical research center: 865 

clinical trials every year involving 20,000 patients; 
2,800 ongoing research projects

Beyond the glamour, Paris is incredibly 
dynamic with: 

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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[ Paris ]

Paris region has the largest capacity of the world with 155,000 
rooms, including 81,042 rooms in central Paris in nearly 1,600 
hotels, as well as 21,000 beds in apartment hotels and youth 
accommodation.

→  Parisian leading congresses venues share 
experience and knowledges for hosting 
conferences up to 33 000 delegates. Main 
companies are Viparis (10 venues), GL events 
(5 venues), Disney Business solutions (3 
venues) and universcience (2 venues). 

→  The capital city also boasts 25 conference 
hotels with more than 300 rooms, from 2* to 
5*. In addition, let’s mention that more than 
700 hotels in Paris are suitable for events from 
50 to 300.

→  Renowned for their scientific research or 
activities in the field of medicine, a number 
of teaching establishments, research centres, 
institutes, hospitals and universities also offer 
conference facilities.  
This current diversification reflects the 
interrelation between the economic and 
scientific fabric and the conference and 
congress sector.  
There are more than 80 of this type of venue in  
Paris Île-de-France, among which Pasteur 
Institute, University René Descartes- Paris V, La 
Sorbonne… 

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

Accommodation

rooms Other 
hotels Total

Paris 7,226 24,228 55,013 44,937 7,083 14,651 153,138
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[ Paris ]

By PLANE
3 international airports 
→ 95.4 million passengers
→ From 697 cities
→ Over 14,000 flights every week
→ 78 cities linked by low-cost airlines

By TRAIN
→  7 TGV (high speed Train) stations. At less than 3 hours from the main 

european cities (europe by train: Paris-London: 2.15, Paris-Brussels: 1.25, 
Paris- Frankfurt: 3.50, Paris-Amsterdam: 4.10)

→  Linked to 20 european cities
→  425 high-speed trains a day

Access
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Now a real network 
of 160 members 
at your service, 
eager to assist you

enjoying an exceptional environment, the beauty of the Provence-
Alpes-Côte d’Azur region has made it one of the world’s leading-
tourist destinations (34 million tourists welcomed each year).

Provence & Côte d’azur 

PrOVenCe CôTe D’AZur COnVenTIOn BureAu           
Malika BOuLDI
Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)6 83 24 02 24 
m.bouldi@provencecotedazurevents.com

www.provencecotedazurevents.com

@pce_events

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ Provence & Côte d’azur ]

→  2017 International Symposium on 
Characterization of Porous Solids -CoPS-,  
200 delegates (Palais des Papes – Avignon)

→  2017 International Congress of the 
International Institute of Administrative 
Sciences -IIAS-,  320 delegates (congress 
center – Aix en Provence)

→  2017 5th International Conference on 
Learning Representations,  600 delegates 
(Palais des congrès neptune – Toulon) 

→  2018 32nd International Symposium of 
Chromatography – ISC,  700 delegates 
(Centre expo Congres – Mandelieu la 
napoule)

→  2017 Nutriform Business Days 2017,  350 
delegates (Palais des Congrès – saint-
raphaël)

→  2015 Europace of European Heart Rhythm 
Association -EHRA, 300 delegates (sophia 
Antipolis/Côte d’Azur) 

successful events

→  3rd economic region in France (demographics 
and wealth)

→  Aix-Marseille : the largest university in France 
(70,000 students) 

→  26,000 people in R&D, including 13,000 
researchers

→  16 business networks and competitiveness 
clusters

→  Sophia Antipolis: Europe’s biggest science 
park, 1,400 businesses, 70 nationalities

→  More than 20 congress centers from Avignon 
to Menton

→  Nice: 2nd airport in France (59% international), 
Marseille: 4th airport in France (including 50% 
international)

→  Port of Marseille-Fos: 4th largest European port, 
3rd oil terminal in the world

key
economic 
    SECTOR

 More than 20 congress 
centers from Avignon to 
Menton 

•  Green Economy: novachim, 
Capenergies, risks, 
Composite materials, 
technologies of the sea

•  Industry: Aeronautics, 
Agrofood, Optics 
Photonics, Perfume 
Cosmetics, services for 
industry, life sciences –
eurobiomed

•  Culture: Audiovisual 
Multimedia

•  Services: Meeting industry, 
secured communicating  
solutions

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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→  More than 20 congress centers with  
auditoria from Avignon to Menton

→  150 to 3,200 delegates can be received 
→  exhibition areas from 100 to  

24,000 sqm  

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 5,000 - 6,000 DeLeGATes

Accommodation

renovated and modern hotels from 3* to 5*, 
can accommodate all the year round semi-
nars and congresses; they have flexible 
meeting rooms, modular catering spaces 
and exhibition areas. 

→  Our region has large hotels 4* and 5* 
mainly in Cannes, nice, Antibes, Mandelieu 
la napoule, Monaco and Marseille which 
can accommodate groups going from 
180 to 600 people in only one hotel. 

→  Provence and in particular in Marseille, 
Avignon and Aix en Provence have numerous 
4* hotels.  

 

[ Provence & Côte d’azur ]

rooms

Provence-Alpes-
Côte d’Azur

716 4 418 2 033

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres

Accommodation
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GET A HEAD START 
IN RENNES!

Just 90 minutes from Paris, rennes is the beating heart of the 
Brittany economy. It is here that research efforts see the light of day, 
where various technologies distinguish themselves: digital, health, 
food, environmental and manufacturing. The four competitiveness 
clusters of Brittany greatly rely on the highly specialised fields of 
the regional economy: Images et réseaux (images and networks), 
Mer Bretagne, Valorial (food sector) Id4car (vehicles and mobility).

 rennes / brittany

DesTInATIOn rennes & Le COuVenT Des JACOBIns,  
CenTre Des COnGrès De rennes MéTrOPOLe
karine TréGuer
Developement Director
Tel.: +33 (0)2 99 45 90 90
bureau.congres@destinationrennes.com

www.rennes-congres.fr
www.centre-congres-rennes.fr

@Rennes_CVB  -  linkedin:  Rennes Convention Bureau

Your KeY ContaCt
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key
economic 
    SECTOR

→  2018 CFDT trade union confederal environmental 
conference, 3,000 delegates

→  2018 L’Apel national conference, 1,200 delegates
→  2018 International Conference of Ecological 

Sciences, 700 delegates
→  2018 International Conference of Ecological 

Sciences, 700 delegates
→  2018 20th Nitrogen Workshop, 350 delegates

successful events

[ rennes / brittany ]

→  rennes Is  A hOTBeD OF reseArCh WITh 
OuTsTAnDIn keys seCTOrs : 

- Defence/Internet security
- Food processing
- Digital technology
- shipbuilding and sailing
- Biotechnology
- health
- eco-industry
- renewable marine energy

→  A LeADInG eCOnOMIC FABrIC
- 1st Agribusiness region
- 2nd in digital employment
- French Tech Metropole
 - 14 of the 40 top french companies
- 1st maritime region
- Leading region for the naval defense industry

A CenTre OF ACADeMIC exCeLLenCe
- 63,000 students
- 2 universities
- 17 grandes écoles
- 5,000 researchers

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

The regional economy’s 
outstanding networks are 
harnessed by Brittany’s 
four competitive clusters: 

•  Images et Réseaux  
(digital technology 
cluster)

•  Pôle Mer Bretagne 
(maritime cluster)

•  Valorial (food processing 
cluster) 

•  ID4car (vehicle and  
mobility cluster).
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[ rennes / brittany ]

rooms others

rennes 341 1,032 1,508 747 72 -

Over 4000 rooms, from small friendly hotels to 5-star establishments, 
including 2100 rooms rated 3, 4 and 5-star. Destination rennes 
offers a central hotel booking service. 

Le Couvent des Jacobins, rennes convention centre 
(opening 2018): in the city centre 3 minutes from the 
station by metro in a historic century building.

Accommodation

Venues Capacities exhibition (sqm)

Couvent des Jacobins, centre des 
congrès de rennes Métropole

A large auditorium accommo-
dating up to 1,000 people

4,000 sqm

A 300-seat auditorium in the 
old convent church

A 600 sqm multi-purpose 
conference room

25 meeting rooms 

1,500 people theatre-style

1,500 people banquet-style

3,000 people cocktail-style

halle Martenot multi-purpose room

1,300 sqm600 pax  banket style

600 pax in theater

rennes exhibition Center 7 modular halls 54,000 sqm

Meeting 
rooms 

venues & 
congress 
centres
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[ rennes / brittany ]

By PLAne
- 1 hour from Paris and London
-  Daily direct flights from major French 

and european cities.
-  1 hour 30 mins from major european 

cities
-  20 minutes drive to the convention 

centre by shuttle

By TRAIN
- 2 hours from Paris 
- 90 minutes in 2017
- Over than 20 trains a day
- 3 hours from CDG Airport
-  Less than 5 minutes to access the 

convention centre by metro
-  From the train station : direct acess to 

metro, bus network

Access
In 2017, rennes WILL Be JusT 90MIn By TrAIn FrOM PArIs!

AUTRICHE

GRÈCE

ITALIE
ESPAGNE

PORTUGAL

FRANCE

LUX.

ALLEMAGNE

IRLANDE

ROYAUME-UNI

BELGIQUE

ISLANDE 

ESTONIE

LETTONIE

LITUANIE

RUSSIE

POLOGNE

UKRAINE

MOLDAVIE

ROUMANIE

SERBIE

HONGRIE

BULGARIE

MALTE

SUISSE

RÉP.

TCHÈQUE SLOVAQUIE

CRÈTE

BIÉLORUSSIE

SLOVÉNIE
CROATIE

BOSNIE-

HERZÉGOVINE

MONTÉNÉGRO

MACÉDOINE

DANEMARK

PAYS-

BAS

E U R O P E

RENNESRENNES

PARIS CDG

 

FIGARI

CORK

BORDEAUX

NANTES

LILLE

MANCHESTER

LONDON
SOUTHAMPTON

BIRMINGHAM
AMSTERDAM

EXETER

DUBLIN

LYONLYON

MADRID

MARSEILLEMARSEILLE

NICE

BARCELONA 
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ROME
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STRASBOURG

AJACCIOAJACCIO

Îles Baléares
Sardaigne

Major train lines
Airport

Main direct flights
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Make a 
difference

Ideally located on the German border, strasbourg - Capital of europe 
offers the ideal environment for international events. 

With a budget of 85 M eur, the City of strasbourg is investing in the 
extension and the renovation of the congress center.
 

strasbourg / alsace

www.mystrasbourg.com
www.strasbourg-events.com/en

@strasevents

Your KeY ContaCt

sTrAsBOurG  
COnVenTIOn BureAu                     
Mireille DArTus 
Director                              
Tel.: +33 (0)3 88 13 41 33
mdartus@mystrasbourg.com

sTrAsBOurG COnVenTIOn 
& exhIBITIOn CenTre
ramona FIsCher
sales Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)3 88 37 67 71 
+33 (0)6 47 53 50 55
rfischer@strasbourg-events.com
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[ strasbourg / alsace ]

→  Medical technologies: Creation of Campus Tech 
Med, an international benchmark in medical 
instrumentation and technologies.

→  Innovative mobility:Innovative and multimodal 
mobilities are leading the way for strasbourg 
to become the leader in the urban transport 
systems of the future.

→  High-end international services: An economy 
with a strong international influence and 
1,200 international companies. An education 
system with a strong international focus: 
50,000 students with 20% international. Along 
with Geneva and new york, strasbourg is 
home to international organizations, without 
itself being a capital. Also, strasbourg, as a 
european capital, is the city with the second 
largest diplomatic presence in France, with 46 
embassies and 30 consulates.

→  Creative activities: The region contains some 
3,100 enterprises working in the creative sector.

→  2016 IEEE - CoNFERENCE / Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 2,000 delegates 
→  2016 CoNGRES EGC ET JDLG 2016 / Géothermie, 650 delegates 
→  2016 CoNGRES INTERNATIoNAL DE NEPHRoLoGIE, 1,500 delegates
→  2016 RIBoSoME MEETING 2016, 400 delegates
→  2016 AMNESTy INTERNATIoNAL Annual Conference, 650 delegates 
→  2016 FISHER SCIENCE WoRLD Congress, 700 delegates 
→  2016 WoRLD FoRUM FoR A RESPoNSIBLE ECoNoMy Conference, 1,000 delegates 
→  2016 JUBILE TUPPERWARE Convention 2016, 320 delegates 

successful events

key
economic 
    SECTOR

•  Therapeutic 
Innovation

• Vehicle for the future

• Fibres Great East

•  Positive energy in 
building

•  Water & Ecosystem 
quality

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s
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[ strasbourg / alsace ]

Venues Capacities exhibition (sqm)

Palais des Congrès
1,800 seats
1,200 seats
500 seats

10,000 sqm

Parc des expositions - 24,000 sqm

Zénith strasbourg europe 7,862 seats 2,500 sqm

Centre de Conférences de l’Aar 250 seats
71 seats 280 sqm

Le Bischenberg 300 seats -

Le Vaisseau 143 seats  250 sqm

Centre européen d’etude du Diabète 140 seats  -

Pôle CCI 300 seats 600 sqm

venues & 
congress 
centres

Meeting 
rooms 

rooms Others Total

strasbourg 2,124 3,173 2,147 287 1,213 8,944

Accommodation
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[ strasbourg / alsace ]

strasbourg Convention and exhibition Centre is designed to host national and international
conventions, congresses, seminars, fairs, exhibitions and meetings of all sizes.

→  NEW Meeting spaces
→  After two years of work, strasbourg Convention & exhibition Centre – restructured, 

expanded and modernised – is opening the doors of its new multi-functional spaces. Com-
plementary and modular, they provide almost endless layout possibilities, from a small and 
intimate event to one on an international scale. This new infrastructure, at the heart of the 
european city, fully answers the expectations and needs of the MICe market. 

strasbourg
Convention & Exhibition Centre

Venues rooms exhibition (sqm) Capacities

Auditoria
erasme 1,870 sqm 1,800 seats – theatre style

schweitzer 1,260 sqm 1,200 seats – theatre style

Cassin 570 sqm 500 seats – theatre style

Meeting rooms
23 rooms  30 sqm - 500 sqm From 30 to 450 seats – theatre 

style

Plenary - > 5,000 seats

exhibition 
& Catering Areas

hall rhin 2,890 sqm Possibility to split hall in the
middle or 1/3 – 2/3

etoile 1,850 sqm

Possibilty to split the room into
three parts:

347 sqm/982 sqm/320 sqm
room ideal for lunch

and dinner with up to 1,500 seats

Galeries 7,375 sqm Ideal for exhibition, cocktails 
and cofee breaks

exhibition Park 24,000 sqm split into 4 exhibition halls

congress 
centres

Meeting 
rooms 
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[ strasbourg / alsace ]

Located at the heart of  europe, strasbourg – Capital of europe, Capital of  Alsace 
is easily reachable with international rail, road and air connections. 

By PLAne

International direct connections to Strasbourg Airport

4 additional international airports at easy reach thanks to daily shuttle buses and trains: 
- Basel International Airport: 1h30
- Baden-Baden – karlsruhe Airport: 50 min
- Frankfurt International Airport: 2h15
- Paris CDG: 1h51

By TrAIn

european high-speed train 
connections: strasbourg is at the 
heart of the european high-speed 
rail hub, at the junction of the Paris-
Budapest and hamburg-Marseille 
mainlines!
strasbourg is only 1h45 from Paris, 
1h45 from Frankfurt, 3h20 from 
Lyon, 3h32 from Brussels, 3h42 from 
Munich.

Access
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Kuoni 
destination ManageMent FranCe

MICE & SPoRT EVENTS:
Marc Develly
Mice Operation Manager 
Tel: +33 (0) 1 55 99 98 73
marc.develly@fr.kuoni.com
www.kuoni-meetings-events.com

MICe
kDM is full DMC with experience and 
expertise in a wide spectrum of destination 
management and MICe services.
- Products’ launches and events
- Venue finding
- Caterings & restaurants
- Team buildings, Activities & entertainment
- Accommodation 
- Ground services - Technology & Logistics

sPOrTs eVenT
For the last 10 years, kuoni Destination 
Management has been strongly involved 
in major sport fields (Football – europa 
& Champions Leagues & national teams, 
World & european Athletics Championships, 
Ice skating, Ice hockey …).
Our experience of the ueFA euro 2016 and 
european & World Tournaments makes 
kuoni Destination Management a key 
partner for sport events. 

COnGress
kuoni congress is a dedicated department within kuoni’s Destination Management offices. 
since 1985 kuoni has been a synonym for professional and successful congress organisation.
Congress activities are delivered through all kuoni’s european offices. Clients can benefit 
from a stable and long-lasting business relationship, as the same business concept 
and service level can be found in each place: same technology, philosophy, standards,  
appearance, budgeting, schedules and check-lists.

our offices in France are in the starting-blocks and ready to tell you more.

kUoNI CoNGRESS: 
Blanka Dolinska
Congress Country Manager France
tel: +33 (0) 1 55 99 99 83
blanka.dolinska@fr.kuoni.com
www.kuoni-congress.com

kuoni Destination Management France (kDM) is a leader of Business Tourism, Corporate 
events, conventions and congresses in France.
- 3 Offices - Paris, Lyon and nice
- 50 multilingual professional staff
- More than 800 events in 2016
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toulouse-pyrénées

Research
& Innovation

Toulouse is the european space capital (Cnes, AsTrIuM, ALCATeL),  
the world centre for aeronautics (Airbus, eADs, etc) and remains the 
headquarter of the Galileo sat-nav system… Midi-Pyrenees is the first 
region of France in terms of spending on research (%4,2 of local GDP) 
and reaches the 8th European position. The scientific & university  
community of Toulouse obtained 4 new Labex labels (Laboratoire  
d’excellence).

sO TOuLOuse 
François LAFOnT
Deputy Director Congress & events
Tel.: +33 (0)6 87 77 83 02
f.lafont@so-toulouse.com

www.so-toulouse.com/en

@so_toulouse_cvb

Your KeY ContaCt
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[ toulouse-pyrénées ]

The metropolis of knowledge
ever since the Middles Ages Toulouse has been a 
major university centre ! In 2012, the ambition is 
to turn Toulouse into one of the first 50 university 
centres in the world by relying on its scientific and 
technological excellence and by promoting the 
opening towards foreign students and researchers.

It all started in 2007 with the setting up of the higher 
education and research Centre “ university of  Toulouse ”  
which was selected in February 2012 among the 
winners of the calls for project award “ Initiatives of 
excellence ” (Idex2).
The aim is to unify through a state alllowance all the 
higher education establishments by the year 2018 
to enable them to assert themselves among the best 
at the world level. All disciplines are represented: 
law, economics, management, letters, arts, human 
and social sciences, medicine, living sciences, 
engineering, aeronauutic techniques, agronomy, 
computer science…
Among these establishments the internationally 
acclaimed Toulouse school of economics stands 
out, boasting 150 research fellows.

•   Aerospace Valley, the world 
competitiveness cluster 
in Aeronautics, space and 
embedded systems

•  Cancer-Bio-Santé, 
competitiveness cluster 
dedicated to innovation in 
biotechnology and health in 
the field of cancer

•  AgriMip Sud-ouest 
Innovation, the Agriculture 
and Agro-Food Industry 
competitiveness cluster 

•  Water cluster with a world 
vocation

•  DigitalPlace (Information 
and Communication 
Technologies)

•  Pyrénées Industrie 
Céramiques (Components 
based on technical ceramics)

•  WSM-Water Sensors 
& Membranes (water 
treatment)

•  Midi-Pyrénées Saveurs 
et Saveurs des Pyrénées 
(agrofood products)

•  Midi-Pyrénées Bien-être 
Cluster (well being products 
and services)

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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Venues rooms subcommittes exhibition (sqm)

Toulouse expo
9 halls
6 communicating halls on sqm 
31,000

- 52,000

Pierre Baudis 
Congress centre

12
300 - 1 200 pax
1 Auditorium of 500 seats

10 5,000

Diagora Congress 
& exhibition centre

12
150 - 1 200 pax
1 Amphitheatre of 500 seats

14 7,500

[ toulouse-pyrénées ]

rooms others

Toulouse 55/2,758 69/7,534 25/3,572 3/334 58/4,360

Great Hotel Accommodations
• More 200 hotels ranging from 1 to 5 stars
• More than 11,400 rooms.
• Possibility of 11,400 rooms with a single contract
• Third most affordable city in France (Tripadvisor Tripindex)

so*Toulouse Convention Bureau’s mission is to as-
sist you. With the help of the local authority and the 
contribution of the local professionals of the mee-
ting and convention industry, So* Toulouse offers 
free of charge guidance and help to insure that your 
meetings or events are successful in Toulouse. 

Accommodation

→  2018 ESoF, 4,000 delegates
→  2018 Conference of the Planetarium 

Society (IPS), 700 delegates
→ 2018 Toulouse onco Week, 400 delegates
→ 2017 IFAC, 4,500 delegates

→ 2017 FabLab Festival, 2,500 delegates
→ 2017 Cartoon Forum, 800 delegates
→ 2017 EmTech France – MIT, 500 delegates

successful events

Meeting 
rooms 

venues
& congress 

centres

Meeting rooms 160 84 46 9 1

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities
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[ toulouse-pyrénées ]

By PLAne
Toulouse Blagnac Airoport: 5th largest  airport in France after Paris Airports
→  8 million passengers (2016)
→  40 daily Paris-Toulouse flights
→  47 regular international routes
→  23 new destinations compared to 2015

www.toulouse.aeroport.fr

Access
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Attractive. 
Accessible. 
Adapted for 
all events. 

Be inspired by picturesque gardens, renaissance chateaux and vintage 
wines of Tours Val de Loire! An hour away from the hustle of Paris, 
choose between modern convention and exhibition centres, world class 
hotels, fairy tale castles and historic monuments. 

key information: 
- 55 minutes from Paris
- 4 600 hotel rooms
- Venues for 5 to 5000 participants

TOurs VAL De LOIre COnVenTIOn BureAu
shraddha MAussIOn
Manager
Tel. : +33 (0)2 47 70 37 41
s.maussion@tours-tourisme.fr

www.toursconventionbureau.com

@tourscvb

Your KeY ContaCt

tours val de loire
loire valley
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[ tours val de loire / loire valley ]

→  2017 5th Antibody Industrial Symposium, 250 delegates
→  2017 International Congress of the French Association 

of Marketing, 300 delegates 
→  2016 IEEE International Ultrasonic Symposium, 

1,500 delegates 
→  2016 European Aerosol Conference, 800 delegates 

successful events •  S2E2: science & systems 
of electrical energy

•  ELASToPoLE: rubber & 
polymeric materials

•  DREAM: sustainability of 
water resources & aquatic 
environment

•  CoSMETIC VALLEy, PoLE-
PHARMA and NoVECo:  
Innovation on the 
construction & renovation 
sector

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR

With the presence of the university of Tours, 
the national Institute of Agronomic research 
(InrA), Chru (6 hospitals regrouped) and the 
French Alternative energies and Atomic energy 
Commission (CeA), Tours Val de Loire can 
boast of 50 research units and 1900 scientists 
and technicians who work on different fields 
concerning medicine, human and animal 
health. 

other key sectors include the pharmaceutical 
industry with companies like PFIZer/FAreVA, 
sAnOFI & InDenA. 
Important exporters like Faivelay, MecaChrome, 
skF and hutchinson have their activities in the 
region. 
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[ tours val de loire / loire valley ]

Meeting 
rooms 

congress 
centres

An International Convention Centre (3 auditoriums: 2000, 700 and 350 seats); An exhibition 
Centre (3 halls: 10 000 sqm, 9164 sqm and 3600 sqm); A new “Centre de Création Contemporaine 
Olivier Debré” with meeting facilities; A wide range of original venues. 

Meetings rooms - 24 10 5 1

<100
101 

to 250
251 

to 1,000
1,001 

to 5,000
> 5,001Capacities

Congress rooms

Vinci - International Congress Centre of Tours 26

exhibition Centre of Tours 1

espace Malraux 6

rooms others

Tours 1,072 1,512 599 - 806

4000 rooms in and around the city, with 1460 at a walking 
distance from the Convention Centre.
2 new hilton hotels opening in 2019.

Accommodation

GLOBAL CAPACITy: 5,000 DeLeGATes
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[ tours val de loire / loire valley ]

By PLANE
Tours Val de Loire International airport offers daily flights Tours - London (Stanstead), 
a hub with connecting flights to more than 100 European destinations. 

By TRAIN
Direct, high speed trains from Paris airport (1h30) and Paris railway station (1h00)

Access
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Great dreams 
started here,
why not yours?

Disney Business solutions is a talented team of experts at 
Disneyland® Paris, dedicated to organising your congress. This 
unique venue is now the largest integrated destination for business 
tourism in europe. With its own rail terminal, state-of-the-art 
congress centres, hotels, restaurants and a huge range of activities 
on offer, Disneyland® Paris has all the benefits you need to make 
your congress an outstanding success!

disney
Business solutions 

©
 D

is
ne

y 

DIsney BusIness sOLuTIOns PArIs 
sylvie BOIsrAMe-kerGOAT
Business Developer
Tel.: +33 (0)1 60 45 75 39 / +33 (0)6 78 37 00 09
sylvie.boisrame@disney.com

www.disneylandparis-business.com/en

@disney_business

Your KeY ContaCt
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1.  re:gather in a venue with tailor-made infra-
structures and a full range of hotels on one 
location

2.  re:gather more effectively at an all-in-one 
venue easy to get to 

3.  re:gather thanks to the expertise of a versatile 
team

4.  re:gather easily with the support of a dedicated 
project manager

→  MEDICAL SCIENCES:
-  AFAC IAAs - eurOPeAn COnGress OF AMBuLATOTy 
surGery

-  AFeF - French Association for the study of the 
Liver

-  COrATA - French Association for the continuing 
education of biologists and laboratory workers

-  eAO - european Association for Osseointegration
-  ePhMrA - european Pharmaceutical Marketing 

research Association
-  sFA - French society of Arthroscopy
-  sFCD-AChBT - French surgical society Digestive  
-  French association of hepatobiliary surgery 

and liver transplantation

→ SCIENTIFIC CoNVENTIoNS:
-  IsCAs Ieee - International symposium on Circuits 

And systems (Institute of electrical and electronic 
engineers communication society) 

-  sPe - society of Petroleum engineers 

→ SoCIAL SCIENCES:
-  French Federation for the Blind and handicapped

→ SPoRT AND LEISURE:
-  eAAs - european Association Amusement 

supplier industry 
-  WDC - World Dance Council 
-  WWC - World Weightlifting Championships

→ REAL ESTATE:
-  Corenet 

successful events

[ disney Business solutions ]

©
 D

is
ne

y 

4 000
reasons

to choose       

    uS
→  2 MoDULAR CoNGRESS CENTRES
* 3 plenary rooms for up to 2,300 participants
* exhibition areas
* 84 meeting rooms for 10 to 600 people

→  AN ALL-IN-oNE SITE
everything you need is within walking 
distance. Optimize your organisation : from 
congress centres to hotels and restaurants... 
everything is on site and can be reached by 
foot. 
your delegates will enjoy your congress in a 
friendly and pleasant setting.
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[ disney Business solutions ]

rooms

Disneyland Paris 1,595 2,051 1,658 496 

5,800 rooms in 7 hotels:

→  55 restaurants available for private functions
→  Individual reservation and payment
→  A reception area reserved for congress  

delegates 

Total surface 
area Plenary rooms Meeting rooms (number) exhibition hall 

DIsney’s hOTeL neW yOrk® COnVenTIOn CenTre

5,000 sqm 2 plenary rooms: 
1,600 sqm and 1,700 sqm 55

DIsney’s neWPOrT BAy CLuB® COnVenTIOn CenTre

5,500 sqm 1 plenary room: 1,800 sqm 29 1 exhibition hall 
of 2,400 sqm

2 COnVenTIOn CenTres seATInG uP TO 2,300 PeOPLe TheATre-sTyLe

2 eVenT Venues

Venues exhibition (sqm)

Disney® events Arena 6,500 sqm 4,000 3,500 6,000

Dôme Disney®Village 2,300 sqm 1,200 1,100 2,000 

1 AMPhITheATre WITh 570 seATs

hIGhLy FLexIBLe FACILITIes & hIGhLy PrOFessIOnAL sTAFF & equIPMenT
23,500 m² of modular meeting facilities: 

Meeting 
rooms 

congress 
centres

Accommodation
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[ disney Business solutions ]

Why we’re easier to get to?
Disneyland® Paris is less than 3 hours away from the major european capitals.

35’ FRoM PARISBy RER - on-site RER station

DIRECT EURoSTAR & TGV 
62 french & international towns

35’ FRoM THE AIRPoRTS
10’ FrOM The AIrPOrT CDG (by TGV) and 35’ from Orly by shuttle every 45’

30’ FRoM PARIS By CAR 
Take the A4 motorway, exit 14

©
 D

is
ne

y 

Access
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The unique 
shopping  
experience

Galeries Lafayette will be your support in your event organization thanks 
to a range of services and activities.

Depending on the size of the event, organizers’ and participants’ 
expectations, we will suggest a specific program for a unique experience 
in the “ultimate shopping destination”.

In Paris Haussmann flagship, customers are more than visitors, they are
our guests.

galeries lafayette

GALerIes LAFAyeTTe PArIs hAussMAnn
Fabienne PérOnne
International MICe Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)1 45 96 69 63  / +33 (0)7 60 00 14 86  
fperonne@galerieslafayette.com

Your KeY ContaCt

@galeries_laf
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[ galeries lafayette ]

→  The European largest shopping paradise 
covering 70,000 sqm, bringing fashion 
alive with the latest trends from French and 
international designers!

→  The world’s largest “chic and bold” fashion 
collection, covering some 15,000 sqm and 
featuring more than 350 brands.

→  6,500 sqm space dedicated to all of the leading 
names in leather goods, watches and 
jewelry. Fashion-savvy shoppers looking for 
the latest trends have 320 brands to choose 
from, including 50 luxury brands.

→  2,500 sqm display devoted to a range of 
outstanding personal care products, perfumes 
and cosmetics.

→  3,200 sqm dedicated to Lafayette Gourmet 
offers an array of more than 10,000 fine 
food products.

→  450 sqm area exclusively devoted to  
wines presents a range of more than one 
thousand wines to satisfy both novices and 
connoisseurs.

under the breathtaking Art-nouveau Dome, 
come and discover an incomparable selection 
of the most prestigious names in fashion, 
jewellery, beauty, leather goods, gourmet, 
home decoration and much more!

→  2017 Ear, Nose and Throat World Congress, 
4,500 delegates

→  2017 Euro PCR - Cardiology, 6,000 delegates
→  2017 IFo World Congress, 6,000 delegates

→  2015 CoP21, 40,000 delegates
→  2015 World Gas Conference, 5,000 delegates
→  2014 International congress of applied 

psychology, 5,000 delegates 

All sectors are concerned: 
Industries / health / Technology / 
Insurance  / Bank etc…  

successful events

The Department store Capital of Fashion is the living symbol of elegance and Parisian creation all 
over the world and has become a top tourist attraction for every traveller to Paris. 

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

key
economic 
    SECTOR
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[ galeries lafayette ]

You will also find many ideas to make your
shopping easier:
- Multilingual personal shoppers
-  Concierge services: tax refund facilities, 

cashing, access to personalized services
-  Maps of Paris, store directories in 14 lan-

guages, welcome kits, special offers...  
All these documents offered in  
the store or delivered to the hotel!

Our ambition: to provide the
best service to your partici-
pants, we will take care of your
group at the store entrance 
to welcome your participants, 
inform them, take them to the 
place of their event and help 
them in store.

either for an incentive or a social program,
Galeries Lafayette offers you an extensive
range of activities around fashion, gastro-
nomy, culture :
- Private fashion shows
- Make-up or fragrance workshops
- stylist sessions
- Gourmet tours
- heritage guided tours

Access

-  40 min from Charles 
de Gaulle Airport

-  20 min from Orly 
Airport 

Galeries Lafayette Paris haussmann : A strategic 
location in the heart of Paris !

With more than 15 restaurants, Galeries 
Lafayette transforms your foodie moments 
into unforgettable memories: 
A French-style tea parlour, a Japanese 
canteen, a tapas bar, a wine & cheese tas-
ting, a gourmet tour, etc.
Privatizations on request.

gastronomy activities

services
for your 

events

The “Opera Lounge”: a new 250 sqm 
reception & meeting area under natural 
light within Galeries Lafayette main’s store 
(cocktail capacity: 200 persons)  
NEW: Our terrace with an amazing view over 
Paris’ rooftops, for your events, cocktails ... 
Privatization on request
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viparis 
10 Venues 
in Paris

Viparis manages the ten main convention and exhibition venues 
in the Paris region. From classy historic and intimate venues to 
contemporary convention centers and large scale exhibition venues, 
Viparis welcomes an average of 10 million visitors each year (including 
the general public, business visitors and spectators) and hosts 800 
events in every sector.
The opening in 2017 of Paris Convention Centre at Paris expo Porte de 
Versailles, the biggest congress centre in europe, will meet the needs 
of the most demanding conferences.

VIPArIs
Laure FILLOux
International Business Development Manager
Tel. : +33 (0)1 40 68 10 71 - +33 (0)6 98 59 81 94
laure.filloux@viparis.com 

www.venuesinparis.com

@viparisoff ic iel

Your KeY ContaCt

viparis
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[ viparis ]

→  2019 ESC 2019, 33,000 delegates exp. 
→  2018 ERS 2018, 22,000 delegates exp.
→  2018 ISMRM 2018, 9,000 delegates exp.
→  2018 ILC 2018, 11,000 delegates exp.
→  2017 and 2018 EuroPCR, 14,000 delegates
→  2017  ECTRIMS, 6,500 delegates
→  2017 EAGE, 8,000 delegates

successful events

By PLANE
3 international airports, 7 high-
speed train stations: international 
connections, 16 metro lines serving 
381 stations

Access

8 world class clusters 
in key economic 
sectors including: ICT, 
finance, automotive, life 
sciences, aeronautics,
beauty & cosmetics, 
sustanaible 
development

b u s i n e s s
c l u s t e r s

Venues rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

Carrousel du Louvre 4 rooms + 2 welcome areas 7,125

espace Champerret 3 halls + 1 meeting room +  
1 multipurpose gallery 9,100

espace Grande Arche 2 multipurpose areas + 4 mee-
ting rooms + 1 welcome area 5,000

hôtel salomon de 
rothschild

1 multipurpose area +  
7 meeting rooms + 1 atrium 1,301

Le Palais des 
Congrès d’Issy

1 auditorium + 2 multipurpose 
areas + 11 meeting rooms + 1 
welcome area

3,000

Le Palais des 
Congrès de Paris

4 auditoria + 7 halls +  
20 conference rooms +  
85 meeting rooms

29,000

Le Palais des 
Congrès de Versailles

1 auditorium + 5 multipurpose 
areas + 6 meeting rooms +  
1 welcome area

3,170

Paris expo Porte de 
Versailles

8 pavilions + 2 audioria +  
32 meeting rooms 221,200

Paris Le Bourget 5 halls + 1 auditorium +  
6 meeting rooms 80,000

Paris nord Villepinte 9 halls + 2 auditoria + 39 meeting 
rooms + 1 welcome gallery 246,300

venues & 
congress 
centres
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The best of Paris 
is on the river Seine

The charm and refinement of a yacht, service combining luxury 
and discretion, gastronomic cuisine, the excellence of expert  
hosting, yachts of Paris is at your disposal for special events, 
either tailor made or as a turnkey solution.

Organiser of exceptional events.

Yachts de Paris

yAChTs De PArIs 
Laurent nATTIer
senior sales Manager
Tel.: +33 (0)1 44 54 14 87
l.nattier@ydp.fr

www.yachtsdeparis.fr

Your KeY ContaCt
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LOOkInG FOr An unFOrGeTTABLe MOMenT? 
Sail off with Yachts de Paris on a journey to encounter the legendary monuments of the city of 
lights in an elegant and original setting. A private cruise on the seine is the ideal way to see Paris 
and enjoy an experience of luxury à la française. 

[ Yachts de Paris ]

Accom-
modation

→  Organiser of high-quality and tailor-made 
events

→ Gastronomic cuisine signed by Lenôtre
→ service combining luxury and discretion
→  Irreproachable organisation and the excel-

lence of expert hosting
→ A professional team dedicated
→  Flexibity of our offer (choice of different 

hours of boarding departure or boarding 
arrival of the cruise; boarding from 18 
other possible stopovers ; several different 
set-menu options available …)

→  At your disposal for all size of events up to 
1,500 guests

→  The charm and refinement of a yacht: teak 
decks, elegant interiors and warm atmos-
pheres…

→  A unique fleet of 7 great yachts on the Seine 
that can be completely privatized up to 800 
guests

→  2 reception rooms for a wonderful event on 
the banks of the seine

→  2 ports in the heart of Paris: 
- Port henri IV, 75004 Paris  
- Port de Javel haut, 75015 Paris

gastronomy
& services

yachts 
de paris’s 

fleet
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Boat & rooms exhibition 
(sqm)

Cachemire 22 12 8 - - 12 15

Don Juan II 95 20 25 20 14 35 50

Acajou 80 30 45 35 - 64 90

Victoria 90 30 45 35 - 72 90

excellence 160 40 120 60 30 120 180

Mirage 285 60 180 100 30 180 230

Le Paquebot 700 40 250 180 90 420 800

Le Paquebot + les 
salons nework 1500 - 700 730 - 770 1 500

Les salons nework 700 - 450 300 - 350 700

La Barge Liberty 400 72 150 60 72 140 150

[ Yachts de Paris ]

2 boarding location

POrT henrI IV
- east of Paris
- Close to notre Dame

POrT De JAVeL hAuT
- West of Paris
-  Close to statue of 

Liberty and Eiffel 
Tower

available 
areas
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